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Preface

In writing this grammatical sketch of Colville I have not

adhered to any particular model of linguistic description. Rather,

the goal I have set for myself is to couch my description in clear

prose statements. Some of these are completely explicit; they

account for those phenomena I understand well. Others attempt to

state as clearly as possible the conditions for those phenomena

which I do not fully understand. Whatever solution is offered in

such cases is specifically indicated as tentative. Thus I have

intended to present not a formal hypothesis, but an accurate description

of the facts of the language. In fact this sketch aims to be written

in such a way that a linguist, if he so wishes, may draw upon the

data to test any given theory of linguistic description.

Stating the facts of Colville in terms of clear prose statements

does allow an accurate description, and at the same time makes the

grammar accessible to non-specialists. In this effort I have drawn

on a long tradition in Amerindian linguistics, from Boas to Li,

Newman, Haas and many others, that aims to allow the individual

structure of the language emerge.
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COLVILLE GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE

By Anthony Mattina

A dissertation submitted to the Graduate Division of the
University of Hawaii in partial fulfillment of the

requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy

ABSTRACT

This dissertation is a grammatical sketch of Colville, a Salishan
language of eastern Washington. It is based on the data obtained in four
summers of field work, from 1968 to 1971.

After an introductory chapter which places the language within
its family, and otherwise defines the aims of the study and the conditions
under which it was undertaken, the phonology is outlined. Consonants
occur in six positions: labial, apical, lateral, velar, postvelar and
glottal. Stops are voiceless and pattern in two series, glottalized and
unglottalized. In the apical complex there are both stops t, t, and
affricates C, c; the glottalized lateral affricate lacks an unglottalized
counterpart; velar and postvelar stops occur rounded and unrounded.
In the spirant series the labial position is not represented; the principal
allophones of the spirants are voiceless. Resonants are voiced and,
like the stops, occur in glottalized and unglottalized series; the postvelar
resonants are actually pharyngeals. Vowels are i, a, u, and a, of
which the last is never stressed. Morphophonemic sections introduce
the most straight-forward phenomena of epenthesis and syllabicity
of resonants, then deal with other changes. The most complex of
these are stress assignment rules, affecting the vowels of roots and suffixes.

The chapter on morphology discusses the basic intransitive
nature of all roots, and the processes these may undergo to produce
the simplest kinds of transitive, middle, and intransitive bases. The
pronominal system is detailed here. A presentation of more complex
bases follows--reduplicated, infixed and extended bases. These last
include in their make up one or more lexical affixes--bound morphemes
with concrete primarily non-grammatical meanings. This chapter then
describes a variety of further grammatical forms such as imperatives,
reflexives, instrumentals and developmentals. It also treats three
aspectuai distinctions signalled by affixes, and concludes with a
discussion of compounds.
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Syntactic patterns are outlined in the final chapter. All full
words are basically predicative; in simple sentences they function
either as predicates or, with appropriate marking, as complements
Predicates are sentence-initial; complements follow. Complements
may be marked by several proposed particles such as the definite,
sequential, locational, agentive, causal, or comitative. Clause types
are interrogative, evidential, modal, future. More complicated
sentences are formed by juxtaposition of clauses introduced by
dependent clause particles. The variety of particles is discussed
and exemplified here. The chapter closes with a discussion of
restricted words - -words which are more like full words than particles,
but which lack the wide distribution of full words; among these are
impersonal, deictic, interrogative words, and proper names.
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1. Introduction

The Salishan family of North American Indian languages

comprises two main divisions: Coast Salishan and Interior

Salishan. The Interior Salishan languages can be subdivided

in two branches, the Northern and the Southern.

Colville-Okanoganl is a language complex of the Southern

Interior, flanked to the west by Columbian, and to the south

and east by Spokan-Kalispel-Flathead. Further south and east

is Coeur d'Alene. All of these languages belong to the

Southern Interior branch. Generally north of the Colville-

Okanogan speaking territory are found (roughly from east to

west) Shuswap, Thompson, and Lilioet, forming the Northern

Interior branch."

The Colville-Okenogan continum can be divided into

the two northern dialects Okanogan and Lakes, and the

southern dialect, Colville. The northern dialects have

recently been studied (research conducted concurrently with

that reported on here), by Donald Watkins, who based a doc-

toral dissertation at the University of Alberta (1971) an

the materials collected. The southern dialect has provided

the great bulk of the materials on which the present analy-

sis is founded, and has suggested the title of this study.

The language is spoken on the Colville reservation of

northeastern Washington, which has existed in its preseelt

size and state since July 1, 111;12. It is bounded on the east
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and south by the Columbia. River (now Roosevelt Lake) , on the

west by the Okanogan River, and on the north by the 48.S°

north parallel of latitude. For twenty years before 1892,

the Colville Reservation extended northward as far as the

international, boundary with Canada, .for an additional

1,501,000 .acres of territory, but this was restored to the

public domain in 1872. As a result of the reduction in size

of the land reserved for Indians, many local residents

migrated south, resulting in a certain amount of dialectal

admixture,

Of the eleven bands making up the Colville Confederated

Tribes, six are of Salishan linguistic stock: Methow, Okano-

.gan, San Foil, Lake, Colviile-Nespelem, and Moses;3 the

remainder speak a Sahaptian language, Nez Perce. Although

these are the official names of the bands, residents of the

Reservation distinguish themselves sharply from the Okano-

gans, their Canadian kinsmen, and from the Moses (speakers

of a distinct language, Columbian). Within the Colville

proper they distinguish between the 'North-Half Colvilles'

and the 'South-Half Colvilles', the latter subdivided into

the Nespelem and the San Poll. Differences between the

northern (Okanogan and Lake) dialects, and the southern

(Colville) , are not easily assessed, partly because of the

high incidence of mosemente within tbe Colville speaking

territory. Aside from a few lae_ieel items, report.d by



Colvilles to differ between geographical areas, noteworthy

is the absence in Colville of a phonemic voiced front velar

fricative found in the northern dialects.

The number of speakers of Colville cannot be estimated

to exceed a few hundred--all middle-aged to elderly speakers,

It seems certain now that in a few years the language will

no longer be heard spoken by residents of the Reservation.

The situation is less desperate in British Columbia, where

Okanogan children are reported to be fluent in the language.

Earlier work on the Colville and Okanogan peoples

has included very little with linguistic focus. The most

common studies are ethnographic in nature--e.g. the report

by Hill-Tout (1911) on the Okanogans, and the very important

work by Ray that resulted in a book (1932) on the Southern

Colvilles. Tales in English translations were also collect-

ed. Gould, Ray, Teit, Mourning Dove and a few others

recorded some materials, all prior to 1933. There is also

the undated translation in Okanogan of a catechism and a

missal by Fr. De Rouggh. In the archives of Conzaga Univer-

sity I have found a few manuscript pages of notes of lin-

guisticnature, some by Fr. Collins, and some anonymous.

The latter include the transcription in syllabic script

of a prayer and some paradigmatic material.

Important Work has been, and is now being done, on

related languages. A summary of past and on-going research
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is found in Thompson (in press); hare it will suffice to

mention the availability of grammars of Coeur d'Alene

(Reichard), Kalispel (Vogt), and, most recently, Spokan

(Carlson), in addition to the comparative works of Reichard,

Vogt, and Kinkadeand Sloat.

I began my research on Colville in the summer. of 1968

under the auspices of the National Science Foundation and

the direction of Professor L.C. Thompson. Since then I

have spent four summers in the town of Inchelium, Washing-

ton, gathering materials for my analysis. My first contact

with Colville amounted to a few brief sessions with

Mrs. Sophie Bailey McDonald (now deceased), originally

from Marcus, Washington; and with Mrs. Mary Quintasket

Lemery of Inchelium; they were followed by more substantial

work with Mrs. Helen Perkins Toulou, originally of Ford,

Washington (now deceased). My main source for narrative

tales has been Mr. Pete Seymour, originally from Marcus,

Washington. In terms of quantify and quality his aid has

proved of immense value. I have' also obtained excellent

narrative materials from Mrs. Dora DeSautel, originally

from Oroville, Washington, and conversational materials

from Mrs. Cecilia Andrews, Mr. George Quintasket, Mrs. Mary

Ensminger, Mrs, Dora DeSautel and Mrs. Helen Toulou. My

main informant has been Mrs. Madeline Saint. Paul DeSautel,

originally from St. Paul's Mission, Washington, who helped



patiently and very effectively with the transcriptions and

analysis of the texts.
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FoOtnotes

'Spelled Okanagan in Canada.

2.11or further details on the classification of Salishan

languages, cf. Thompson (in press).

'Members of the Methow, San Poll and Colville-Nespelem -

bands all speak the same dialect, Colville. However, for

the members of each band these terms are synonymous with

the dialect they speak.
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2. Phonology

Colville exhibits s dch consonantal system that dis-

tinguishes five manners and nine points of articulatisa.

The vocalic system includes four phonemes. There are also

three levels of stress and a system of intonational contours.

2.1. The consonantal systm Colville stops and re-

sonants pattern in a plain and a glottalie,ed series; all

stops are voiceless, and all resonants voiced; the principal

allophones of the spirants are voiceless. Each of the five

manners of articulation is represented in the velar and

post-velar positions, rounded and unrounded; the glottal

position is represented by the glottal stop and h. A voice-

less plain lateral affricate is lacking in the system, thus

leaving a gap in that position; the bilabial position lacks

a spirant. Finally, the apical complex includes two sets:

the dental, represented by stops and nasal resonants; and

the alveolar, represented by affricates and liquid resonants.

The only apical spirant is s.

p t

m. n

. 1c i fc iw 4
u

et

c k kw q
qw

s 1 X x w
lc xw

r$ i y. w
$

\t. 4t w

r 1 y w T c"'

h
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2.11. Stops. The glottalized stops are fortis (strong-

ly articulated), and, as a rule, they can be easily dis-

tinguished from their plain counterparts. Affricates pattern

as stops. Plain stops are aspirated and released finally

(a feature that Colville speakers carry over into English),

while they are unreleased immediately preceding a homorganic

nasal. The underlying sequences //w ll and //Ulf/ each have

two phonetic realizations: [pr?;p] and [t=?O; and [pare] and

[ten]. [pam] and [tan] are the careful, formal pronunci-

ations, while [pm?v] and [tz?v] occur in ordinary speech

(cf. also section 2.44). The plain alveolar affricate, but

not its glottalized counterpart, has a palatalized allophone

[6] in free variation with the norm [c].

2.12. Spirants. All spirants except h can occur

voiced intervocalically. In fact, it is sometimes hard to

identify the lateral spirant correctly, because the voiced

lateral spirant resembles the lateral resonant so closely.

h is quite rare and, as with 7, it can often be lost in

rapid speech, especially in word initial position (h does

not occur word-finally).

2.13. Resonants. The resonants occur glottalized

(often phonetically laryngcalized) and plain, parallel to

the glottalization of the stops. However, it may eventually

be established that the glottalized resonants should be
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interpreted as sequences of resonant plus glottal stop.
Glottalized resonants are quite uncommon in initial. position.

With the pharyngeal resonants one is faced with grave

problems of recognition. The phonetic reality presents
vowels with pharyngeal constriction. This constriction is
somewhat greater at the beginning or at the end. of the
syllabic segment, and the phenomena seem best interpreted
as sequences of vowels and pharyngeal non-syllabics. In

terms of the system these fit logically with post-velar
obstruents, supplying otherwise missing resonants in these
columns. Their presence introduces a number of contrasts
that are extremely difficult for the non-native to perceive:
S:t; 04.:w;*

In connection with some current hypotheses about

marked sequences, it is worth noting that /n/ does not
assimilate to a following velar (see Chomsky and Halle, Tha
Sound Pattern of ...P2.12.4...sh, especially p. 419).
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2.2. The vocalic system. The vowels of Colville

are /i/, /a/, /u/, and /0/.

2.21. Full vs. reduced vowels. The term full vowel

distinguishes /1/, /a/, and /u/, on the one hand, from /e /,

on the other. Full vowels (1, a, u) .can occur stressed

or unstressed, while a does not occur stressed. We recog-

nize two functionally (not qualitativ.ely) different types

of schwa: the first is systcmatic-number of forms require

its use in their underlying representations, the second is

epenthetic--schwa is inserted by rule.

2.22. Allophonic range of vowels.

2.221. Schwa. The phonetic reality of schwa is

determined by phonetic environment. It is [04] in the

neighborhood of rounded consonants:

,

[U4) maq amaq . 'They are mountains.'

It is [a'] in the neighborhood of post-velar and glottal

(henceforth 'back') consonants (unrounded):

[a] qaqana. 'She's the grandmother.'

It ranges from (I'] to [I] contigu,)us to labial and alveo-

lar consonants:

(I)1 [I] sipen. 'She's the el.L.ught:;.r-in-1v,,,, f



it

It is [a] elsewhere:

[a] skakcillcal. 'It's a chi ken.'

2. 22. /i/ ranges from [i] down to [eA], in free

variation,

[i] [el kilawna?. 'It's a lion.'

tkato 'It's near.'

But it has a transition [°].glide before or after post-velars.

[SC] *11. 'He's scared.''

[Iwo] pig. 'It's white.'

2.223. /u/ ranges freely from [u] down to [o] ,

[u] [o] la. 'It is not.'

But it is usually [0] contiguous to a post-velar:

[0] 'It's a yellow jacket.'

In addition, /u/ has a rare allophone rU] or [9u] after un-

rounded (post)velar obstruents. These occurrences are all

word-internal, at morpheme junctures, and prevent the neu-

tralization of unrounded and rounded (post)velars before

/u /.

qoaliasam [IpIll'OCIsIm]. 'They turned

back.'

2.224. /a/ ranges from [m] after E (less noticeably

fronted after other non-back consonants),
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[at] myal 'It is too much ...'

to (4] contiguous to back consonants:

taa spTas. 'It's a nighthawk.'

s20.1*a/. 'He's the father-in-lew.'

It ranges frJm [a] to [4 ] elsewhere.

[a] 'list. 'It's bad.'

.61
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2.3. Stress and intonation. I have recognized three

distinctive degrees of stress in Colville; primary /2,

secondary /7, and weak (unmarked). No word contains more

than one primary stress. However, polysyllabic words some-

times contain a secondary stress. Other syllables have

weak stress. Over a whole utterance stresses interacting

with intonation may shift, but no systematic study of these

phenomena has as yet been possiLle.

Intonation has not been studied in detail, but certain

basic generalizations can be f,41de about the most common

types of intonational contours.

One type occurs in connection with declarative sen-

tences. They usually have medium pitch throughout, with

slight ups and downs, falling sharply at the end. Certain

restricted words (see 4.5) in sentence initial position are

accompanied by a rising-falling pitch. Thus the intona-

tional contour of the sentence can be represented as

This same type of contour characterizes imperative sentences.

Another type of pitch contour is that which marks in-

terrogative sentences. It can be represented as

and it will be discussed further in 4.41.

Noteworthy is a striking feature of conversational

and narrative Colville (hared by all alishar languages).
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It is a phenomenon manifested in extra vowel length,

together with a sharp rise in pitch, often going into

Falsetto voice; it achieves the stylistic effect of empha-

sis. The falsetto vowel is sometimes sustained for as long

as three or four seconds.
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2.4. Morphophonemics. Colville words are of two

types (cf. 4.1): independent words, and proclitic particles.
4=====g1MUMLIV. ..111arraaNeall

Independent words consist of a base and optional affixes;

proclitic particles occur only with a following independent

word, and do not undergo inflectional affixation.

Morphophonemic changes affect particles, prefixes,

roots, infixes, and suffixes. Changes involving particles,

infixes and prefixes do not depend on rules of stress place-

ment; changes involving roots and suffixes, on the other

hand, depend on such rules. General morphophonemic changes

are discussed hereP, other changes in section 2.5. Except

where they are specifically exemplified, word boundary

morphophonemic changes are not reflected in the broad phone-

tic surface transcriptions.

2.41. Apocope. In the normal flow of speech (but not

in careful citations) a word-final glottal stop is lost

before a word beginning in glottal stop.

/ / ?ix-i? rityxw-t// ?ix1 ?ayet. 'That one is tired.'

2.42. Insertion of glottal stop. A glottal stop is

automatically inserted before word-initial vowels after

pause.

//inca?// inca/. Pincan 'It is I.'
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2.43. Schwa-epenthesis. An automatic a is inserted in

certain phonological environments, as defined below.

2.431. Epenthesis between two identical, obstruents.

//mniml-tt// manimltat. 'We're the ones.'

/4-4AGt// xaxaLlt. 'They are nine.'

//p-piwt// papiwt. 'It's lightweight.'

2.432. Epenthesis between a stop and its glottalized

counterpart.2

//16t lut (lutai'l] 'It isn't pitch.'

//piq day-m-i-n// pig goymin. (pIcqatoymlni 'It's a

white pencil.'

2.433, Epenthesis between a glottalized consonant and

a following consonant.

//tx"// tax' 'indeed'

/ /fn // I'am 'except'

//k-a1-601axw// kaialae. 'It's shade.'

2.434. Epenthesis between a consonant and a following

glott;1 stop.

//s-01w-t-xxi/ staqwtx; '4e's the youngest one.'

//elit// xwaqt. 'They are many.'
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2.435, Epenthesis between an unrounded (post)velar and

a following //w// at morpheme boundary (for a related phe-

nomenon cf. 2.223).

//k-wik-n-t// kawikant! 'Find out!'

//s4athix-wilx// sia716mxawilx. 'She is becoming a

woman.'

2.436. Epenthesis rules apply to proclitic particles,

across word boundaries.

//t anwl?// t anwl?. (tanwifl by you'

//t tapit// t tapit (tatapit] 'by David'

2.44. Syllabicity of resonants. In cases involving

resonants, .a insertion is closely related to syllabicity.

2.441. A schwa is inserted between a consonant and a

following resonant (R) if the R, in its turn, is not followed

by a full vowel.

//sipn// sipan. 'She's the daughter-in-law.'

//kW ken 'I'

//1m-lim-s-t-srit// lmlmstsa (unstressed vowel deletion;

cf, 2.541)

lamalamsca. 'He is glad.'

/ /tar-m-i-silt// tImist (unstressed vowel deletion; 2.540

taro mast. 'It unraveled.'
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2.442. A schwa is inserted between an initial R and a

following consonant.

//mi// mai 'and, subordinate'

//mnik// manik. 'It's excrement.'

/ /lkapi ?// lakapi?. 'It's coffee.'

2.443. All sequences aR (or Re) vary 'freely with ;I.

(syllabic resonants). For the sake of uniformity a will be

written consistently in the broad phonetic transcriptions.

2.444. The resonants y. and w are related to the vowels

i and u, respectively. Sequences irR or RV when unstressed

become aR and Re; if R is y. cr w, then a and ye vary freely

with i, and aw and we vary freely with u; analogously al.

varies with i?, L. varies with ?i, air varies with u?, tra

varies with 7u.

//9c-miy-s-t-(1)n// cmaystin N cmistin. 'I know it.'

9 '9 9 9 9 4
//qay-m-i-n// qoyamin qi?man. 'It's a writing implement.'

//sZ-s1W-n-t-(11)xw// sall'asiWante su7sViantxw. 'You

questioned him.'

Sometimes, however, the morphophonemics involved are

not evident and the representation of an underlying form, in

the absence of grammatical motivation, remains arbitrary.

Thus (?ilmixwam] 'he is the chief' can be represented

/Pilmixwm// or //;r1miem//.
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2.445. Two identical resonents in a sequence are

simplified:

//kn n-st-(i)ls// kan nastils. (ksnastils] 'I think.'

whiles two dissimilar ones insert a a between them:

//kn mat// ken mut. [kanamat] 'I sit.'

//mlas-(a)ps// malqnaps. 'It's an eagle.'
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2.5. Other morphophonemic changes. This section treats

morphophonemic changes connected with particles, affixes, and

roots.

2.51. Changes connected with particles.

2.511. Vowel apocope. The vowel of the particle //ti//

'evidential' (4.221) is obligatorily lost before words begin-

ning with a vowel.

//ii an-s-tmk7-ilt// ti astmk011t. aastamke'llt] 'As

you can see, it's your daughter.'

It is optionally lost before words beginning with a consonant,

in which case the a-epenthesis rules apply.

//ti pus// ti pua t pigs (tepils]. 'As you can see, it's

a cat.'

2.512. Vowel dissimilation.

(a) The vowels of the particles //;i// 'definite' (4.321),

and //till 'evidential' (4.221) dissimilate to a immediately

preceding words the first (non-initial) full vowel of which

is i.

;r1mix°m// jri iolmixwam Creilmixuam] 'the chief ...'

//ti ac-miy-s-t-(1)n// ti cmeystin jtaemistin]. 'As you

can see, I know it.'

(b) a similar rule of vowel change applies to the particles
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//1//, //t//, / /t1/ /, //19,://, //kW (4.32) after epent.hesis

rules have applied: schwa becomes [a] immediately before

words the first (non-initial) full vowel of which is i.

//1 ?kin // la ?kin

la ?kin. 'Where is it?'

//t ?ilik lkrx(1)n// to ?ilikwalkxan.

to ?ilIkwalkxan 'by Ramhorn ...°

//t1 ?kin// tel ?ktn

tala ?kin. 'where is it from?'

Contrast the last derivation with one involving a word-ini-

tial i:

//t1 in-s-kSwl-xx// tel isklwalx 'because I are old ...'

//k :;rimIxwm// ka )allrlxwam

ka .almix"om w ka ?ilmIxwAm 'to the chief'

//kl ?kin// kale ?kin

kola ?kin 'where to?'

Contrast this last derivation with one not involving the

epenthesis of a before a glottal stop:

//kl citxw-tt// kol citxutat 'to our house ...'

2.52. Changes affecting prefixes. Prefixes are never

stressed. (For an apparent exception, cf. section 3.2112.)
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2.521. Decapitation. a of the prefix //ac-// 'actual'

(3.373) is optionally lost when sentence initial; it is

obligatorily lost when word internal. If //ac-// retains its

initial a after pause, a glottal stop is automatically in-

serted before it.

//ac-x'ily// cxwaY. ?acxwQ. 'He has actually gone.'

//s-ac-e;'.4,-x// scx uyax. 'He is actually going.'

2.522. Consonant fusion. The consonant of //ac-//

'actual' (3.373), //c-// 'cislocativ' (3.241), and //k-//

'numeral classifier! (3.42) combine with a following glottal
7

stop to yield oc-, c-, and 11., respectively.

IA
//ac-riiccla,// ?ao acga?. 'He lizs actually

gone out.'

//ac-c-/ccia?// caCiccia?. -.?ocacliccia?. 'He has actually

come out.'

//ks-2asil// KasOasil. 'There are two of them.'

Presumably the same rule applies to //k-// 'directive'

(3.242), but no examples in the material establish this.

2.523. Consonant dissimilation. //k-// 'directive'

(3.242) and / /k -// 'numeral classifier' (3.42) dissimilate

to //t-// before a following velar.

//k-ki.c// tkl.c. 'He met (someone).' (kic 'reach')
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//k-xwil// txwil. 'He came along.' (xwii 'road')

//k-ka?-ka?lis// tkan011s. 'There are three people.'

(kallis 'three')

2.524. Consonant loss.

(a) 41 of the absolutive pronouns //in-// 'my', aad //an-//

'yours sg.' (3.112), is lost before s; and before the pre-

fix //k1-// 'unrealized aspect' (3.371);

//in-s-x"' il;-t-n// iseCIYaton. 'They are my tracks.'

//an-ki-tklmilx// akltklmile. 'She is your wife to be.'

//an-sipn// asipan. 'She is your sister-in-law.'

(b) l of //k1-// 'possessive' (3384), and of //k1-// 'un-

realized aspect' (3.371), is lost before s.

//10,.-s-taim// ksta1am. 'He has a boat.'

//kl-s-talm-s// ksfilms. 'It's going to be his boat.'

2.525. Changes in reduplicative prefixes.

(a) Underlying pharyngeals of reduplicative prefixes vocal-

ize to a,

//cc-c?aY-P-m// cac*pam. 'He cried out loudly.'

//s-n-fc-?ac-(1)na?-s// snacTadna?s. 'They are her

earrings.'
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(b) No reduplicated root initial consonant remains

.glottalized, except /X/.

//in-mina ? // tan.tina?. 'They are ears.'

//pn-pina?// pomp:ma?. 'They are baskets.'

//i7-10kwilx// 10101011x; 'They are medicine men.'

(c) Non-initial //i// of a reduplicative prefix is replaced

by [t], which functions as its plain counterpart.

//s-kwk-(ii)s// 'It's an eye.'

//sA01-kwl-fCa)s// skwtk'q6s. 'They are eyes.'

For further discussion of redup3icative affixes see 3.21.

2.53. Changes affecting roots. This section briefly

handles certain morphophonemic changes that are peculiar to

a few roots. (Root reduplication is more properly affixa-

tion and is treated in section 3.21)

2.531. The root //mut//''sit' loses its t before an-

other t.

//s-n-ki-nut -t-n// sankLmilton. 'It's a chair.'

2.532. Root-final s of //yxis// 'drive deer' is lest

before //-x(I)-// 'benefactive' (3.13).

//yTis-x(1)-t-(ii)m-(1)n// yo,5Ixtoman. 'I drive the deer
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to you.' (Cf. //kn kl-s-y*is-x-a/-x// kan ksayTisex.

'I am about to drive deer.')

2.533. Roots that have never been recorded stressed

are represented without vowel in their underlying forms (but

cf. 2.543), and they are underlined.

//k1// 'wait'

2.54. Changes involved in suffixes.

2.541. Stress placement. Morphophonemic changes in

suffixes are affected by stress placement, In words containing

suffixes, stress falls sometimes on the root, sometimes on

one of the suffixes.

Suffixes are of three kiwis: inherently stressed suf-

fixes which always take the stress from a root; variable

stress suffixes, with stressed and unstressed forms;. and

unstressed suffixes. These last never occur with primary

stress, but some contain a full vowel which is never deleted.

Variable stress suffixes receive stress unless it is auto-

matically placed on the root or on a cooccurring inherently

stressed suffix. When variable stress suffixes occur un-

stressed, their vowel is deleted, at which time the general

morphophenemic males of a-epenthasis nay apply. The vowel of

an inherently stressed suffix may also be deleted if an-

other inherently stressed suffix precedes in the word.
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Inherently stressed suffixes are marked with primary

stress in morphophonemic notation (e.g. / / -s t/ /; unstressed

suffixes have their vowel unmarked (e,g. //-wi?//) ; varia-

ble stress suffixes have their vowel parenthesized and

marked with stress (e.g. //--(i)xw//),
. .

Roots are of two types: stress retentive roots,

which receive primary stress unless an inherently stressed

suffix is present; and stress shifting roots, which lose

their stress to both inherently stressed and variable stress

suffixes. Stress falls on the root if there is no suffix

present which takes the stress.

When roots occur unstressed they usually lose their

vowel, with some., exceptions noted belcw. Stress retentive

roots are marked with primary stress in morphophonemic no-

tation (e.g. //ela//); stress shifting roots have their

vowel unmarked (eg. //kar//). Except in cases of full

reduplication, the reader will have no difficulty identify-

ing the root: it follows any prefixes--none of which have

the shape CVC(C) typical of roots (vowelless roots are under-

lined;cf. 2.533).

The following general rules apply to all suffixes;

including lexical suffixes:

1. stress is placed on the inherently stressed suffix

closest to the root;
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2. if no inherently stressed suffixes are present, then

(a) stress will be placed on the root if it is stress

retentive,

(b) if the root is stress shifting, stress will be

placed on the variable stress suffix closest to the root.

3. If no variable stress suffix is present, then it is

placed on the root.

Stress retentive roots occur stressed with vaIiable stress

suffixes:

/ix'ak// 'pull out'

//ea-n-t-(1):07/ xwasntx4. 'You pull it out.'

//ic"LI// 'make, do'

/AwC7.1-s-t-(1)s// 'He fixes it.'

Stress retentive roots lose their stress (and their vowel)

when an inherently stressed suffix is added:

//-TIZ2// 'success'

//x"-a-qa-n-t-(%)x" // xwkniInte. 'Ye- managed to pull

it out.'

//sat// 'reflexive'

/ /s4'ili-c(1)n-silt-s// sltwoioconeCac. 'It's his cooking.'

(-c.(1)11 'mouth')
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Stress shifting roots lose their stress if either inherent-

ly stressed or variable stress suffixes follow:

/4a: ;// 'good'

//lcast-wilx// xstwilx. 'He, gets better.'

/ /iaxw // 'hanging, loose'

/ /lax"-p-n-t-(1)n// lepantin. 'I let it hang, put

it up.'

Additional examples of stress placemeat rules:

//kn ki-s-k'a-(1)kst-m-1-silt-x-a?-x// ken ksk'e1ekst-

mista ?x. 'I am about to fix myself up.' (I unrealized-

absolute mode-make-hand-middle-secondary-self-incho-

ative)

//kn n-4as-(a)qs(t)-x(a)n// ken Nesagstxan. 'I have a

good hip.' (I locative-gocd-rear-legs)

//iace-p-q(1)n-n-t-(1)m// ieapclontam. 'Someone was

slapped on the head.' (slap-noncontrol-head-active-

transitive-indefinite; cf. 2.543)

//kwu n-*as-t-(1)1s-m-1-sail kwu rptelsmist. Our

feelings will be settled.' (we locative good-stative-

desiderative-middle-secondary-reflexive)
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Although most roots are either stress retentive or

stress shifting, there is at least some controversial - -if

not contradictory--evidence. The root //miyi/ 'know' is

sometimes stress shifting:

//miy-s-t-(1)n// maystin ( mistin). 'I know it.'

-end 'sometimes stress retentive:

//mly-s-t-(1)n// mistan. 'I know it, I am sure of it.'

The difference in glosses may well reflect a basic gram-

matical process; however, the evidence at hand does not

warrant any conclusive statement.

2.542. Unstressed roots with full vowels. It has

been stated as a. general rule that root vowels are deleted

when unstressed. Some roots, however, retain an un-

stressed full vowel. Often such root vowels are coati-

.guous to a pharyngeal or laryngeal consonant; it is also

intriguing to note that some forms (not all) that retain

a full unstressed vowel also contain the suffix //-1-//

'secondary' (3.141). It has not been possible to formu-

late rules predicting the retention of full unstressed

vowels. Pertinent examples and related discussion are in

sections 3.131 and 3.33; additional examples are provided

here.

//kl-s-kgaw-m-l-s-t-(1)m// kskiaweftstam. 'Someone

is going to be hired.'
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scalZrepmix. 'It's drooping.'

Note, however, that some roots, which phonetically may

contain an unstressed full vowel, have an unambiguous under-

lying representation (cf. 2.444), and can be interpreted as

containing no full root vowel.

//s11/// 'ask'

//n-si.Z..-c(1)n-m-i-sut// nosaWocanmIst nesOcanmist.

'He proposed in marriage.'

//11;rt// 'take out'

//ac-wt-n-t-(1)5// cewatentis cOtentis. 'He took it

out.°

2.543. Metathesized roots. There are certain roots

which, before the suffixes /1-p// 'non-control', //-m//

'middle', and //-n-t//, //-n-t-i?// 'imperative',

(a) metathesize their vowel with C2

(b) insert a between Cl and C2 if either is a pharyngeal

or laryngeal consonant.

e-epenthesis rules apply regularly thereafter.

All of the roots for which there is-a vowel attested,

contain fa) as the vowel; all of the roots which are at-

tested only in their derived form, also contain (a] . It is

therefore inferred that the root vowel is [a].
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List of forms with attested root vowel [a]:

//kaill-m// kalam. 'He took a lot.'

//tal-m// team. 'He pounds.'

//44-m// 446. 'He writes.'

//cal-p// calap. 'lie's hit.'

//s-xal-p// saslap. 'It's tomorrow.'

//Cae-m// Cox'am. 'He pours in.'

//psaT-p// psTap. 'He.guessed.'

List of forms without an attested root vowel:

//iar-m// foram. 'He cuts.'

//fcar-n-t// karant! 'Cut it!'

//10-m// 106. 'He is searching.'

//10-n-t// karint! 'Look for it!'

//cal-p// Talap. 'He lost, gambling.'

// .ax -p // ia*ap. 'He grows.'

//lake-p// 1105-p. 'It got away.'

ifilwa/-m// iwOam. 'He bites.'

//kax-m// kxam. 'He walks along.'

//xwar-p// erap. 'He is shaking.'

//k"as-p// 1'0'954. 'It scorches.'

//Cam-p// Vamap. 'It's wet.'

//ham-p// hamap. 'It's damp.'

/ /takes -p // ti'ap. 'It smothers.'

//lae-m// ilswam. 'It makes a hole.'

i/PEL4-m// p46. 'it glues.'
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//iay-m// toyam. 'He balks.'

//4aw-m// 4owlm. 'He cracks.'

//xal-p// xiap. 'He is beaten.'

//kwai-p// kulap. 'He comes in sight.'

//xwaC-m// xwam. 'It b'eaks.'

/ /slak -m // soiakam. 'He twists.'

//tap-m// thipam. 'He shoots.'

/ /$al -p // iolip. 'He stops.'

//cakw-n-t// ck "ant! 'Full it!'

Cf. also the following:

//akw-p// Cok'ap. 'It feels stiff.' (Cf. aitt4Gt.

'It's stiff.'; 'Ilkuat. 'It's stiff.')

And the irregular formation

//7am(n)-n-t// ?amnant! 'Feed him!' (Cf. ?amtin.

feed him.')

Roots with i (presumably also those with u) are not

found to undergo metathesis.

//Lqw-m// actwam. 'He butchers.'

//W-m// Wam. 'He pinches.'

//iii-m// 41.6m. 'He hooks rugs.'

//s7iy-m// s011yom. 'He weaves grass mats.'

One root has been recorded with i metathesizing in a

similar way with C2:

//kwin-m// k'nim. 'He takes.'
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However, other roots in i do not exhibit such forms.

2.544. s-affrication. //fts// 'third person absolutive

pronoun' dissimilates to c following another [s] or [1].

//s-p?fis-s// spalfisc. 'It's his wish.'

//packi-s// packic. 'It's his leaf.'

2.545. t- and n-deletion.

(a) //-t// 'transitive' is deleted between n and homorganic

consonants;

(b) //-n// 'active' (or stem-final n) is deleted before all

s's, except //-s// 'third person absolutive pronoun' (cf.

2.524);

//ca-n-t-(1)n// cin. 'I told him.'

cu-n-t-in (stress assignment)

cu -n-t-n (unstressed vowel deletion)

(t-deletion)

can (resonant simplification)

//,aw-7aw-c(i)n-n-t-(1)s-lx// ?awa?awcisdx. 'They went

to ask it.'

?aw-?aw-cin-n-t-is-lx (stress assignment)

?aw-7aw-cin-h7t-s-lx (vowel deletion)

?raw -?aw-cin-n-s-lx (t-deletion)

/aw-,aw-cin-s-lx (resonant simplification)

law-?aw-ci-s-lx (n-deletion)
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?awa7awciselx (o-epenthesis)

Note that the resonant simplification rule has to apply

before the n-deletion rule.

Note further that the n-deletion rule before s is a

general rule of Colville--an analogous rule applies to the

absolutive pronouns, 1st and 2nd sg. forms (cf. 2.524).

n, however, is not lost before //-s// '3rd sg. absolutive

pronoun':

/ /s- x "uy- t -n -s // seajratens. 'They are his tracks.'

Note, finally, that -s (unstressed form of / /- (i)s //

'3rd transitive') does not dissimilate to c after stem final

s (it is recalled that //-s// '3rd absolutive' becomes c

after s; cf. 2.544). One may wish to speak of a general

dissimilation rule, and invoke a different rule ordering to

derive the correct surface forms (e.g., a-epenthesis precedes

n-deletion). In any case, the morphophonemic behavior of

/1-s// 'absolutive' and / /- (i)s // 'transitive' is different.

Thus,

//7i4w-(6)s-n-t-(1)s// rillweses. 'He shaved him.'

2.546. x-deletion. The first x of //-xx// 'progressive'

is always deleted, except in inchoative forms directly after

the secondary suffix /i-1-//

//kl-s-4W-p-m-1-x-a7-x// ks?'at'qapm1x0x. 'It's about to

begin drooping.' (//-0-// 'inchoative'; cf. 3.39)



Footnotes

%ender is not a marked category in Colville. Through-

out this study 'he' is a cover term for a generic third

person.

2Exception to this rule is the deletion of t of the

negative tut before the evidential predicative particle ti.

//lut ti in-s-ac -wtku lut ti iscwik (luiiscwik). 'I

didn't see him.' (Cf. 2.521.)
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3. Morphology

Colville independent words consist of a base and op-

tional affixes. A base may be simple, extended, or com-

pound. A simple base is one that consists of a simple root,

or a root with a primary suffix (3.113); an extended base

consists of a root and one or more lexical affixes (3.25);

a compound base (3.4) consists of more than one root.

3.1 Transitive and intransitive bases. Bases are

of two main types: transitive bases are marked by a tran-

sitive suffix; other bases are intransitive.

Roots underlie bases. Certain roots tend to appear

. only as transitive bases, others only as intransitive bases.

Most roots, however, can appear as either transitive or

intransitive bases.

All intransitive bases may receive the middle suffix

/1-m// and the resulting stems are labelled middle stems..........
The middle suffix /1-m//, the transitive suffix //-t//,

and the unmarked intransitive, define the Colville

referent-focus siptem, discussed in the following sections

and summarized in 3.16.
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3.11. Bases in their uninflected state are intransi-

tive.

xwi.4. 'He goes.'

ilk. 'He is grimy.'

pus. 'It's a cat.'

3.111. Personal reference with intransitive bases is

marked by means of the olimry reference pronouns, a set com-

posed of four proclitic particles,

//k0/ kdn 'lst sg.'

//kw// k' '2nd sg.'

k"u °1st pl.°

//p// p '2nd pl.'

and one suffix,

//-.1x// -(9)lx '3rd (Cf. examples in 3.11 above.,

Third person singular forms are unmarked.

ken xwfh. 'I go.'

kw til. 'You are grimy.'

x-uyalx. 'They go.'

3.112. Personal reference with intransitive bases may

also be marked by means of the absolutivepronouns, a set
mar
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consisting of two prefixes and, four suffixes,

//in-// in- '1st sg.'

//an-// an- '2nd sg.'

//-s// -s '3rd sg.'

//-tt// -tot '1st pl.'

//-mp// -Ca)mp '2nd pl.'

//-s-lx// -salx '3rd pl.'

attached directly to the base as in

inpus. 'It's my cat.'

Absolutive pronouns cooccur with the absolute mode
IMMamyo.MwI

krefix //s-// (hereafter glossed 'absolute'; cf. 3.32)

in intransitive bases, as in the following examples:

//in-s-x' a;r// isxwa;,. 'I go; it is my going.'

//ins411// istii. 'I am grimy.'

Absolutive pronouns may also cooccur with the unreal-

ized aspect prefix //k1-// (3.371).

ikltklmilxw.' 'She is my wife to be.'

(tklmile 'woman, wife').

//k1-//, in turn, may cooccur with //s-//.'absolute', and,

in that case, pronominal reference is marked by means of

the primary reference pronouns (Cf. example 3.371c).
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3.113. Intransitive bases may add the primary suffix

//-p// indicating lack of control on the part o' the primary

referent.

ca /.. 'He is hit.'

caqp. 'He is hit, and can't help it.'

kon ceip. '1 am hit, and can't help it.'

//-p// is called a primary suffix because it is attach-

ed immediately to the base, before any eventual lexical suf-

fix.

c.aVapcion. 'He is hit on the head.' (//-q(1)2)// 'head')

5.114. Intransitive bases may add the primary suffix

//-m-//. This suffix is not common, and its function is not

entirely clear. It seems to narrow the semantic import of

the root to which it is suffixed, to its most natural

property. Whenever a segment m occurs word-finally, it is

always possible and desirable to analyze it as the middle

suffix /1-m// (cf. section 3.12). There are two other suf-

fixes, //-(i)m// '1st p1. transitive' (cf. section 3.131),

and //-(1.)m// '3rd indefinite recipient' (3.132), that, un-

stressed, are realized as [-m] . However, they are affixed

to transitive stems.
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In sum, it is preferable not to identify the suffix

under discussion with //-m// 'middle', even though the two

may ultimately be related.

//cii// (intransitive root) 'go up'

//241-x(1)n// *liaxan. 'They are trousers.' (//-x(a)n//

'legs')

//xli-m-6// x emus. 'It's an incline.' (//41s//

'surface'; not the same suffix as //-(:2)s// 'fire' or

//-(1)5// 'face')

//241-m// xiXam. 'He goes uphill' (middle).

//kar// (intransitive root) 'swim'

//kar-n-t-(1)n// (transitive form) korantin. 'I take

it somewhere swimming.' (//-n// 'active'; /1-t//

'transitive'; //-(1)1W1st sg. transitive')

//iar-m-V/s// ilarmitias. 'It's a (good) place to cross

swimming.' (//-117rs// 'middle')

//licarlull `car am. 'He swims' (middle).

3.115. Intransitive bases may also add the suffix

//-t// 'stative'. Unlike /1-p// and //-m//, it cannot
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appear before a lexical suffix.

//*as// 'good'

//*as-t// *ast. 'It's, good.'

//*as-t-wilx// *stwilx. 'Ho is healing.' (//-wilx//

'developmental')

//s-ac-*as-(i)kst-m-s// sc*sikstams. 'He is, good at

fixing things.' (//s-// 'absolute mode'; //ac-//

'actual aspect'; //-(i)kst// 'hands'; //m-//

'middle'; //-s// '3rd sg. absolutive pronoun')

Many intransitive bases are found to occur consistently

in their tative form:

9

cxaat. 'It's strong.'

ca it. tIt's cold.'

'lint. 'He is uneasy.'

1s .t

'It's fast.'

4uiact. 'It's fat.'

'It's full.'

gait. 'It's fresh.'

kuiliat. 'It's warm.'

0,
cart. 'It's sour.'
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But many occur in forms that allow clear identification of

the stative suffix:

//pa*// 'think'

peliam. 'He is thinking.' (//-7-// 'inchoaLive'; cf.

3.22)

puiust. 'He is smart.'

//W// 'cold'

a)'7ikst. 'They are cold hands.'

0 , 1 1 14
Romaxma keyayixan. 'They are cold feet.°

//2;a1// 'clear'

sTallcalt. 'It's a day.'

sxlap. 'It's tomorrow.'

3.12. Middle stems. Bases may also receive the middle

suffix //-m//, which indicates some involvement on the part

of the primary referent. Middle forms are always conju-

gated with the primary reference pronoun set. The suffix

//-m// is not a primary suffix, and follows any lexical

suffixes in the stem formation.

/ /lax" -13-(1)s-m// ixwpilsam. 'He looped it 44.eund his

neck.' (loose-non control-neck-middle)

kceca?alequam. 'He knoclwd.r'.

at the tipi poles.' (directive-hit-hit-diminutive cylin-

drical objects [//-alq"// 'cylindrical objects'; //-0-//
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'diminutive infix'] middle)

Many examples concerning //-m// 'middle' are listed

in section 2.543; the discussion of //-m// in conjunction

with success stems is presented in 3.1422. Middle stems can

also add the transitive suffixes //-n-t// or //-s-t// in the

formation of reflexive words, which, however, function as all

other intransitive forms. They are discussed in 3. 31.. For

the discussion of transitivized middle stems, see 3.141.

3.13. Transitive stems. Bases occurring with the tran-

sitive suffix //-t// constitute transitive stems. The label

'transitive' is used to indicate that these forms make refer-

ence to both an actor and a recipient. A simple transitive

form consiets of:

-n-
_r,_

BASE .3- - t - Recipient - Actor

As indicated above, one of four suffixes may intervene

between the base (intransitive or middle) and the transitive

suffix //-t//. They are: //-n-// 'active'; /1-s-// 'causa-

tive'; / / -I -// 'expressed.goal'; //-x(1)-// 'benefactive'.

//-n-// and //-s-// are the two most common of the four.

Theoretically, each root can appcer with any of these

four suffixes; in practice many such occurrences are not

recorded. The following general rules prevail:
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Each base tends to appear predominantly with either

//-n-t//, or //-s-i//; however, cases of the same base oc-

curring now with //-n-t//, now with //-s-t//, are not un-

common.

//-x(I)-t// may be suffixed to any base to indicate

action on behalf of (oven if the action is directed against,

or to the detriment of ) the recipient. It is a sort of

'dative of interest.'

/ /-3.-t // optionally replaces either //-n-t// or //-s-t//

to introduce a third party, which is then usually specified

by a complement, or is clearly understood in context.

The difference in meaning between forms in //-s-t//

and forms in //-n-t// is subtle and often very hard to convey

in a translation:

//wik// 'see'

//wik-n-t-(1)e// wikente. 'You see it.'

//wik-s-t-(1)e// wikste. 'You look at it.'

//kic// 'reach'

//kic-n-t-(1)e// kicente. 'You reached him.'

//kic-s-t-(1)e// kicste. You got to him.'

/Me// 'hide'

//wikw-n-t-(1)m// wikwantam. 'Something was hidden by

someone.'
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//w1104-s-t-(1)m// wlestam. 'Something was hidden by

someone.' ( / /-(i)m // 'indefinite')

In a number of cases, parallel forms with /1-1-t// and

//-n-t// or //-s-t// were recorded without difference in

translation.

cmaystin askuist. 'I know your name.' (//oc-miy-s-t-

-(1)n//)

cmoyltin ask'ist. 'I know your name.' (//oc-miy-l-t-

-(i)n//)

kawontom pit. 'We cleaned Pete out.' (//19 w-n-t-(i)m//)

kiwitom pit. 'We cleaned Pete out.' (//f6w-1-t-(1)m//)

leionte. 'You give it to him.' (//xwi-a-t-(1)e//)

x'lloite. 'You give it to him.' (//e11-1-t-(i)e//)

xwicoxtxw. 'You give it to him, and it's for him.'

(//el-x(1)-t-(1)xwm

Transitive stems without personal pronoun marking have

imperative force (cf. 3.31).

3.131. The transitive pronoun affixes. Transitive

pronouns accompany transitive stems. They mark a two-party

relationship, while they place special attention on the

party responsible. Thus, in all cases two entities are
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involved, an actor and a specific goal or object. Transi-

tive pronouns are all variable-stress suffixes.

The basic subset of transitive pronouns marks the actor

in conjunction with third person recipients (singular and

plural; disambiguation of third person number is discussed

below) , and is charted thus:

//-(1)n// 'lst.sg.'

//-(1)e// '2nd sg.'

//-(1)s// '3rd sg.'

//-(1)m// '1st p1.'

//-(1)p// '2nd p1.'

//-(1)s-lx// '3rd pl.'

//kl-sl-n-t-(1)n// klsalontin. 'I place something upon

a surface.' (//k1-// 'down on a surface')

//74'-(11)s-n-t-(1)2e/i 7aeasonte. 'You shaved him.'

//1Z1-s-t-(1)sii Itelstls. 'He has been waiting for him.'

//k11-s-t-(1)m// kly6tam. 'We dislike him.'

//ac-miy-s-t-(1)P// cmaystip. 'You (pl.) know it.'

//ac-miy-l-t-(1)s-lx// cmeyltisalx. 'They know it.'

Third person recipient forms can optionally be dis-

ambiguated for number when the actor is singular. Specifi-

cally, first and second person singular forms receive the
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suffix //-1x// to indicate third person plural recipient:

txamontin. 'I stuck it on something.'

txmantinolx. 'I stuck some things on something.'

txamontle. 'You sg. stuck some things on something.'

txemantleolx. 'You sg. stuck some things on something.'

Third person singular actor forms reduplicate their stem to

show third plural recipient:

//n-3x"-iaxw-p-(a)*n-n-t-(1)s// noixixlits. °He hooked

something on their shoulders.' (//-(a)25DJ/ 'arms, shoul-

ders, hands')

//n-Sax "-p-(a)*n-n-t-(1)5// nolepay;s. 'He hooked some-

thing on his (someone's) shoulders.'

A number of stems, however, refer only to singular or

plural recipients. For example,

V 4

nogo?lksas. 'Ile gives it to someone.'

nexXikses. 'He gives it to more than one person.'

When the actor is plural, disambiguation of number for

the recipient can be accomplished only by specific reference

in an accompanying complement. Thus,

carsomontp. 'You pl. made a motion to him/them.'

carsomantp yi. tkek011s. 'You pl. made a motion to

three people.'
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When the recipient is other than third person, and thus

is expressed by a pronoun, the shape of the pronominal mar-

kers is conditioned by the combination of suffixes they

cooccur with: //-s-t//, //-1-t// and //-x(1)-t// on the one

hand; and //-n-t// on the other. The following charts give

underlying focms; 'the morphophonemics involved .are discussed,

and the surface realizations exemplified, in 2.545.

//-s-t// paradigm

Actor Recipient

1st sg./pl. 2nd sg./pl.

1st sg. // -s-t-libm-(1)n

2nd sg. kwu -s-t-(1)xu

3rd sg. kwu -s-t-(i)s -s-t-(L)m-(i)s

1st pl. ..--.... -s-t-(L)m-(1)t

(2nd pl. kwu -s-t-(i)p )

3rd pl. /cull -s-t-(i)s-lx -s-t-(u)m-(i)s-lx//
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//-11-t/I paradigm

Actor

1st sg.

2nd sg.

3rd sg.

1st pl.

(2nd p1.

3rd p1.

Recipient

1st sg./pl.

//

kwu -n-t-(1)xw

kwu - n- t-(i)s

eu -n-t-(1)p

kwu -n-t-(1)s-lx

2nd sg./pl.

- n- t- s -(i)n

4
-n-t-s-(1)s

-n-t-s-(1)t

)

4
-n-t-s-(1)s-lx//

Note that all second person plural forms are listed in

parentheses; in ordinary speech situations they are usually

replaced by second person singular forms. In the following

examples the first in each group is given in both underlying

and surface forms as a model for the group.

//kwu ac-t-1141-s-t-(1)xw//, etc.

kwu ct161161stixw. 'You have been expecting me/us.'

kwu ctkalkalstis. 'He has been expecting me/us.'

(kwu ctLlicelst1p. 'You (pl.) have been expecting me/us.')

kwu ctialltalstisalx. 'They have been expecting me/us.'

//kwu ec-kfrli-s-t-(1)xw//, etc.

kwu cklAastxw. 'You dislike me/us.'

kwu alAosc. 'He dislikes me/us.'

(kwu ckir'agstp. 'You (p1.) dislike me/us.1)

kwu ckIlhascolx. 'They dislike me/us.'



//ao-t-L-L-s-7t-(a)m-(1)n//, etc.

P

cticalkalstumn.

ctialialsfams,

ctfcal161stiimt.

'1 have been expecting you.'

'He has been expecting you.'

'We have been expecting you.°

ctkolfcolsthmsalx. 'They have been expecting you.'

latstamcin. '1

lastams. 'He

lutstor.t. 'We

etc.

refused you.'

refused you.'

refused you.'

Datstemsalx. 'They refused you.'

/Teu lec-n-t-(1)x"//,

k "u caixentlx".

k-tt celxantls.

ct.alxontip.

etc.

'You grab me/us.'

'Hegrabs me/us.'

You (p1.). grab me/us.

k "u lelxontiselx. 'They grab me/us.'

24"-(11)s-n-t-(1)e//, etc.

k"u raiwosantxu.

k"u ?aji'esas.

'You shave me/us.

'He shaves me /us.'

(k"u la4'osentp.

k"u ?&"asosalx.

)

'You (pl.) shave mc/us.')

'They shave me/us.'

SO
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9 14 4
cox encl n.

c#ax
:1 4

cex ancit.

-(1)n//, etc.

'I correct you (in speech).,

'He corrects you.'

'We correct you.'

Ucox oncisalx. 'They correct you.'

//cCi-n-t-s-(1)n//, etc.

cancan. 'I told you something.'

ciincs. 'He told you something.'

ciract. 'We told you something.'

cllacsolx. 'They told you something.'

3.132. Indefinite forms. It seems appropriate to

discuss here a third person indefinite recipient form. It

consists of the suffix //-(i)m// 'indefinite' following the

combinations //-n-t// or //-s-t//.

/ /cu-n-t-()n // ciln. 'I told him.'

//cu-n-t-(1)101// clIntx". 'You told him.'

//c11-n-t-(i)s// als. 'He to3 him.'

But n9te

//61-n-t-(i)m// cUntam. 'Someone was told.'

and the homophonous form

//c6-n-t-(1)m// cCultam. 'We told him.'
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Indefinite forms are limited to third person. Thus

*kan ciintam is not possible; nor is *leu ciintam, meaning

either 'I was told', or 'We were told'; the first person

primary referent intransitive form is kan crIt.2 'I said (so).'

Further examples:

//Pal-s-t-(1)m// pillstam. 'Somebody was being fought.'

/ /kic- n- t- (i)m // kicentem. 'Somebody was reached.'

//ki-sl-n-t-(1)m.// klsalantim. 'Something was set down.'

For syntactic use of these forms, see 4.212.

3.14. Secondary stems. Two suffixes added to a base

participate in the formation of secondary stems: //-1-//

'secondary formative' (hereafter glossed 'secondary');

and / /-nu -// 'success'.

3.141. Purposive stems. //-1.-// is added to middle

bases which are then transitivized. These forms seem to con-

tain a purposive notion, and they contrast with primary tran-

sitive and middle forms.3

//ta;:qm-i-n-t-(1)xwi/ tahqminte. 'You danced around

him.' (cf. taoclantlxw. 'You kicked him' [transitive];

kw takam. 'Y.ou danced' [middle].)



//Lx"-m-i-n-t-(1)m// Lemintom. 'We poured it [for a

reason].' (cf. cexwantim. 'We poured it' [transitive],

It'u Coxqm. 'We poured it' [middle].)

//kilw-m-l-s-t-(1)m// kTawmistam. 'Someone is hired for

it.' (cf. kTiwant. 'Hire him' [transitive]; kilwom.

'He does the hiring' [middle].)

//-1-// participates in the formation of more complex

intransitive words. Pertinent discussion is presented for

reflexive forms (3.33); instrumental forms (3.35); and prog-

ressive forms (3.372).

3.142. Success stems. //-nu-// is suffixed to an

intransitive base to form a (bound): success stem which, in

turn, will be transitivized or put in the middle form. In

transitive stems //-ni:1-// denotes that an action is perform-

ed by an actor only with great difficulty; in middle stems

it indicates that the state or situation is not anyone's

direct responsibility, but rather that it exists or occurs

accidentally.

3:1421. Transitive success stems. //-P11-// is found

in active-transitive stems (i.e. before the active-transi-

tive suffixes /1-n-t//) c in causative-transitive stems

(i.e. before the causative-transitive suffixes //-s-t//). It
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exhibits an optional variant //-nay-// occurring in the

third person singular and plural.

//A81-1-nil-n-t-(1)n// Lalelnitn. 'I finally killed it.'

iolalniln,txu. 'You finally killed it.'

alalnays. 'He finally killed it.'

ialaln'iincon. 'I finally killed you.'

etc.

//kc-ha-ham-nu-s-t-(1)n// kchahamaistan. 'I finally got

it right.' (kc - prefix of uncertain meaning, occurring

only in this formation)

//-nil-// may be affixed to a stem after the primary

suffix /1-p// 'non-control'.

kslepns kslepays. He

will get away from him.' (More literally, 'He will

manage to have him lose him.')

//10'ili-nCi-n-t-(1)n// Ic'elniln. °I managed to fix it.'

///1-?i1n-al-n-t-(1)n// ?io?InCin. 'I finally learned how

to eat it.'

3.1422. Middle success stems. /1-nil-// may also be

found in the stative form of middle stems. These forms may

then' be inflected with the primary reference. pronouns.

//wiy// 'finish'

//kn kon wayalmt. 'I am ready.°
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//s-wiy-nu-r-t-xx// sawaynIlmtx. 'be is handsome.'

C//-xx// 'progressive; cf. 3.372)

//9itx// 'sleep'

//kn 311-7t-?itx-nil-m-t// ken 4.1.e?ta?txnilmt. 'I over-

slept.'

//fr.lw// 'gone'

//s-ac-iw4:;10-p-nii-m-t-xx// sclowtowpnamtx. 'He is

feeling lonesome.'

/Ail/ 'hurt//

//s-x11-nu-m-t-xx/ sxonsnumtx. 'Ho b hurt.'

3,15. Grammatical range of bases. It can be seen

that a given base may appear in three differc,nt stems: in-

transitive, middle, and transitive, even though the full

range of possibilities is not commonly exhibited by any

.one root. In addition,.a base may further appear in pur-

posive and success stems.

io*//in-s-oc-a-`ax"' // iscancax". 'It's my pouring in

(that did (intransitive)

//kn ci-ax"-m// kaa noaxwam. 'I pour some in.' (middle)

//n-Laxw-n-t// aaLLeant! 'Pour it ins' (transitive)

//n-Lx'-an-t-(i)n// noax'nran. 'I manned to pour it

in,' (;uccess)
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4

:. --m-l-n-t-(1)n// noca:emin..

(purposive)

'I pour it in.'
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//kic// kic. 'He got there.' (intransitive)

//kic-m// kicam. 'He reached a particular place.'

(middle)

/ /kic -n-t // kicant! 'Meet him!' (transitive)

//kic-s-t-(1)s// kicsc. 'He --ached him.' (transitive)

//tah-n-t-(1)n// tal'aciantin. 'I kicked him.' (tran-

sitive)

//ta4q-m-i-n-t-(1)m// tal.aqmintam. 'We danced around

him.' (purposive)

/Pacqa?// ?acqa?. 'He went out.' (intransitive)

Wicqa?-n-t// ?ilctient! 'Take him out!' (transitive)

/ /k- ?acr // 11.aw. 'He is gone.' (intransitive)

//k/aw-p-m-i-n-t// fcawpmint! 'Leave him alone!' (pur-

posive)4

//puxu// piue. 'It blows (as of wind).' (intransitive)

//puxw-m// geam. 'He blows.' (middle)

//pukw-n-t-(1)e// yx'antle. 'You blow it.' (tansi-

tive)

//ca'.pli carjlp. 'He is hit.' (intransitive)

//ca?-m// carim. 'He hits.' (middle)

//ca/-n-t-(1)s// calintis. 'He hit him.' (transitive)
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//k'llm// kwCim. 'It's put away,' (intransitive)

//kn kwilm-m// ken 1011m. 'I put things away.' (middle)

//kw9 m-n-t-(1)n// kwilmon. 'I put it away.' (transitive)

3.16, Summary of referent-focus system. Intransitive

stems make reference to an actor by means of the primary

reference pronouns, or the absolutive pronouns. No direct

control or responsibility is attributed to the primary

referent other than the necessary connection.

Middle stems also make reference to an actor by means

of the primary reference pronouns, or the absolutive pronouns.

A limited amount of control or responsibility is attributed

to the primary referent, beyond the measure of necessary

connection.

Transitive stems make reference to an actor as wall

as to a recipient. The actor is in full control, or has

full responsibility; the emphasis i on the recipient. Pro-

nominal reference is expressed with the transitive pronouns.

Purposive stems make reference to au actor who is per-

forming a. given action for a specific purpose; success stems

make reference to an actor who exerts only limitea control:

either succeeding to control after trying or struggling, or

being victimized by an accidental happening.
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3.17. Sunmary of the pronominal system. Reference to

persons is made by means of various pronominal elements.

3.171. The dependent pronouns. Dependent pronouns are

so labeled in contrast with independent pronouns (see 3472):

members of this broad class can only be affixes or particles,

whereas independent pronouns are full words. In addition,

pronominal forms pattern in sets that are riot necessarily

morphologically homogeneous; in fact, most sets include ele-

ments of disparate grammatical classes.

The unifying feature for all the pronominal sets is

semantic; each of the personal markers in a set identifies

the entity that is being focused upon, or it relates to an

expressed notion (i.e. it points to the connection between

itself and a second party, or a concept, or action, or state).

Thus each set is labeled to reflect these orientations or

relationships. One such set focuses on (marks, points to)

the prizary referent, the most important entity referred

to; another focuses on the recipient of a certain action

or activity in relation to an actor; yet another focuses

neither on the actor nor on the goal, but rather on the

totality of the concept expressed, the action or state, and

particularly on its result or product. Thus we have:

1. a primary reference set (discussed in 3.111.);

2. a transitive set (discussed in 3.131.);

3. an absolutive set (discussed ix. 3.112.).
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3.172. The independent pronouns are full words, al-

beit restricted (cf. section 4.55). Reference to one or

more specific persons ('1, you, we... °) is implicit in each

form.

3.1721. The members of the set are

incal. 'It is I.'

anvil/. 'It is you. sg.'

cnilc. 'It is he/she/it.

manimitat. 'it is we.'

monimlemp. 'It is you. pl.

manimicelx. 'It is they.'

7

The absolutive pronoun affixes are incorporated in

this paradigm: //in-// and //an-// are prefixes in their

corresponding independent pronouns; /1-s// and //-s-lx//

appear in their regular morphophonemic alternants and

-c-lx, respectively, following /-, //-tt// and //-m1)//

appear affixed to a. general plural stem //mnimi-//.

3.1722. Personal enclitic markers. Exceptionally, and

for the stylistic effect of emphasis, the proclitic (primary

reference pronouns, 3.111) can be used enclitically, each

pestposed to its independent pronoun ceeenterpart.

Inca? ken ken 7i;y4wt. 'As for eie, I am tired.'

anvil kw k'' ikitR4milxw. 'You will he my wife!'
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3.2, Complex bases. Discussion thus far has centered

on simple bases (containing just a single soot, or a root

and a primary suffix). Often, however, bases are more com-

plex. They are still basically intransitive, and, like

simple bases, may undergo transitive and middle suffixation.

3.21. Reduplicated bases. A number of reduplicative

processes apply to Colville roots to form itrtive bases,

diminutive bases, and resultive bases.

3.211. Unanalyzable reduplicative forms. A number of

words show reduplication of apparent roots which do not

occur except in this double form. Regular morphophonemic

rules apply, except that initial glottalized stops do not

lose their glottalization, and pharyngeals are deleted (cf.

2.525).

3.2111. Full reduplication with two different stress

patterns:

(a) Cl1r1C2 - CiV1C2 (suggesting perhaps a full redupli-

cative suffix)

i/Twat-eat // eatet. 'It's a duck' or 'They are ducks.'

//c!..;xw-Lx`V/- Zixwaxw. 'It's a fish hawk.° etc.

-40// s//s-4:0-7t4/"ca?. 'Ho is the father-in-law.' etc.

//pal-pal-q(1)n// palpalcion. 'It's a thimbleberry.' etc.
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//eam-eam-t // elmeemt. 'It's excellent.' etc.

//kwus-k'us-t// kwilsest. 'It's frisky.' etc.

(b) C1C2C3 C1C2V1C3 (suggesting perhaps a full redupli-

cative prefix)

/Ad-iTafel/ ialtolog. 'It's a blackbird.' etc.

LIAeCoTaL 'It's a grasshopper.' etc.

3.2112. Partial reduplicaticn: an appaTent

prefix.

s4wa4wele.. 'It's a prairie chicken' or

'they are prairie chickens.'

/&11-ft:wux'-(1)na?// kwa'axwna?.. 'It's a mouse.' etc.

3.212. Iteratives are formed by prefixntion of C1C2-

of the root. Regular morphOphonemic rules then apply.

Often iterative forms resemble English plurals; hew-
s_

ever, the Colville forms are used oaly when disambiguation

or emphasis require it.5

//kw-11:6-1x// LAlwolx. 'They are all gone.' fcaw

'gone.; cf. ilawelx. 'They are gone.')

//kl-kilx// kolkilx. 'They are hands.' (CZ.

'It's a hand.')
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//s-xi-W-x(a)n// sxia*lAaxan. 'They are (pairs of)

trousers.' (Cf. xclioxan. 'It's a pair of trousers.')

//s-n-cc-sac-(i)na?// snacCacina?. 'They are earrings.'

(Cf. sanSacilie. 'It's an earring.')

//ses-esi?// sesesi?. 'They are the sons.' (Cf.

ses17. 'He is the son.')

//tw-twit// tewetwit. 'They are young men.' (Cf.

//twit// 'young man')

//mt-mTas// ai..amiaT'As. 'They are kidneys.' (Cf.

malalas. 'It's a kidney.')

/Acm-xmCalt// om)samSalt. 'They are flies.' (Cf.

xemTalt. 'It's a fly.')

The following form is irregular:

//1as4Cas// ps1;cas. 'They are nighthawks.' (Cf. 1;agas.

'It's a nighthawk.')

Otherwise iterative forms may emphasize a repeated

action, an intense activity, or a customary function.

//s1,t-s1;/-n-t-(1)e// salira5114nte. 'You questioned him,'

9
(siw 'ask')

/ /sx"- siix "-n-t-(i)n // sx'slIcwen. 'I identify it.'

(sux' 'recognize')

//s-10.-zia1-t// sz..abs;lt. 'It's a day.' (..a.1 'clear')

//ac-el-xwal-t// cxualx"Ilt. 'He's alive.' (eal

'live')

//p3s-palt-t// pua*t. 'He's smart.' (pax 'think')
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Roots which are found to metathesize (cf. 2.543), have a

special reduplicative prefix, CIVIC2- of the root, which re-

tains a full, unstressed vowel.

/ /ca ?- ca ? -m // ca?calim. 'He hits repeatedly.' (ceam 'he

hits.')

//n-4?-10-(a)s-t-n// nelay4,0asten. 'It's eyesight.'

(//4?// 'search')

All iterative forms may undergo diminutive affixation (cf.

3.215).

3.213. Two special kinds of iterative forms are dis- _

cussed here.

3.2131. Numeral iteratives. When numerals cooccurwith

the classifier //k-// 'persons' (3.42), their roots obligato-

rily undergo reduplicative suffixation, -C1C2 of the root.

/ /k -q. us-ms// km,:lsoms. 'They are four people.' (*kmas is

not permisible.)

/ /k- cil- cl- (i)kst // kcilcalkst. 'They are five people.'

(al of uncertain meaning; //-(1)kst// 'hands'; cilkst

'five': *kcilkst is not permissible.)

3.2132. Intensive forms. Some forms which, semantic-

ally, contain a notion of intensity, customary or iterctive

action, have a special (non-productive) reduplicative infix:

a consonant identical to that immediately preceding the
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stressed vowel is infixed after the same stressed vowel.

Note that the deglottalization rule of reduplicated con-

sonants does not apply to these infixes (cf. 2.525).

//n17n-19c-m-n// niaoman. 'It's a knife.' (nit 'cut')

//fa-11-t// Wtot. 'It's quite near.' (at 'near')

The following form seems to follow the same formative

pattern, but remains otherwise unanalyzed (cf. 4.5661):
94 9 V 940

//ni-n-wi?// ninoWi?. 'If and when...'

3.214. Resuitive forms acquire a special meaning from

that of their underlying roots. The process by which these

forms are derived is similar to that discussed in 2.543:

a. the root vowel metathesizes with C2;

b, the resultive suffix, -C2 of the root, is added.

Thereafter the general rules of epenthesis apply.

//la/- 1// 3alai. 'Ho is dead.' (kal 'still';

'be was stopped.')
$

//caq-q// cgage 'He hit the target.' (caq 'hit')

9 o5
//pw-w// z1maw. 'It has (been) dried.' (xaw 'dry')

//4ae-e// 4oeie. 'He put it above all else.'

9 w
(qa4 , basic meaning uncertain)

//xa1-3 / xha.. 'He. grew.' (xak, basic meaning un-

certain)

Rosultive forms may undere,o iterative reduplication.
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However, the addition of the reduplicative iterative prefix

shifts the stress back on the root.

//lax-V/ Aax5es. 'He's an elder.' (4* 'grow')

//476I;e1c// ialrlaxax. 'They are elders.' (Cf. ia4ap

'he grows.')

3.215. Diminutives are formed mith the prefix C1- of

the root. (Other diminutive forms are discussed in 3.23.)

//-kawap// (bound morpheme) 'horse'

//k-kawap-a?// kakawape?.6 'it's a dreg.'

//s-iwilc// siwilc. 'She's the niece.'

//s-i-iwile// siolwIlc. 'She's the little niece.'

Iterative bases may undergo diminutive derivation:

/!s-tletalm// stitalem. 'They are boats.'

//s-tetietaim// statltalam. 'They are little boats.'

(Cf. //s-tain // stalam 'it's a boat', and //s-t-tales //

statalam 'it's a little boat.°)

3.22. Infixed bases. A rare infix //-?-//, inserted

after a root vnwel, denotes inchoative aspect. It has been

observed very sporadically in Co3ville, and it has not been

possible to determine how active the process is. Related
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languages exhibit active cognate foims. (Cf. 3.372; 3.39.)

//paTd/ 'think'

/ /pa-7-T// 1A7*- 'He begins to think.'

//pux'// 'blow'

//pu-?-xw// p0e. lIt begins to blow [as of wind].'

3.23. Glottalization of resonants. Root resonants are

glottalized to add a diminutive notion. This process is not

as important as the reduplicative and it applies only to a

small class of roots.

sganie. 'It's a muskrat.'

s4Alxv. 'It's a little mu.eArat.'

SoMetimes the glottalization of root resonants produces

the effect of singling out a particlilar referent.:

snyapix. 'It's the White race.'

suyapix. 'He's a white man.'

The same process may apply to resonants in reduplicated.

diminutive bases, adding a notion of endearment.

4
'She's my little niece.'

isliwilc. 'She's my cute niece.' (C17. islwilc

'she's my niece. 1)
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inkokawlipa?. my dog.'

inkokapa?. 'It's my cute little dog.'

3.24. Other derived forms as bases. In this section

are discussed several prefixes which participate in the

formation of complex bases.

3.241. Directional prefixes. With the exception of

//1-// 'back', which may precede other directionals, all 'the

directional prefixes are attached directly to the root,

they are:

//1-// 'back'

Examples:

x'uy. 'He went.

ixwi:4. He wont back.'

die uy, 'He came.'

icxwCy. 'He came back.'

//c-/j. 'cislocative'

//lti-// 'down'

/a1-// 'around, back to'

klc. 'H got there.'

sloe:. 'He got here.'

ickic. 'He. got back here.'

kaltdc. 'He, got' back there.'
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mist. sAt,'

kimilt. 'He sat down.'

//slii 'place'

klsalantin, 'I put something down on a surface.' WU-

-si-n-t-(1.)n// 'down-place-active-transitive-I')

CUt

alni11,,as. 'He cuts around it.' (//h-n11-ia-t-0.)si/

'around-cut-active-transitivFl-he')

pui. 'It smokes.'

hlpa. 'It smokes from under.'

3.242. The directive prefix i5 //k-//, with an allo-

morph tt-] before roots beginaing with a velar. The meaning

of bass so denied is an extension of the meanin:1 of the

root. For example,

/Mk/7 'see'

//k-wikji ''find out'

/ /k -`w lk-n-t-(1)e// kowil..entxw. 'You find it out.'

//ta;t1//

//k-taxi // 'jump'

//k-tal..q-n-t-(1)ni/ ktoitoqontin. '1 jugm on it.'
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//kit:// 'Teach'

//k-kic// 'meet'

//k-ktc-n-t// tkicant! 'Go meet him!'

f/Aawil// 'road'

/ii=xowilt: 'travel along'

4
tAk-Now11-m// txawilem. 'He came alamg.'

..243. //n-// is the locative prefix. !t specifies

that a state or action has reference to a particular place.

/ /kex // 'walk'

//n-kaxi/ 'follow a trail'

/in-kax-m/1 nokAm, 'He follows the trAil.' (locative-

walk-middle)

ii/Li-t/i, Lat. 'It's cola.' (coltl-stative)

//n-cal-ti/ r,ci.,4t. 'It's cold water.'

Most often locative bases undergo more complex

derivation:

'greet, pray'

senllaSawman. 'Its a church.' (ab-

5ollIto-locative-pay-middle-instrumental)
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//c11/xg// 'Indian'

//n-cillxw//

//s-n-qile-c(1)n// soncillecen. 'It's the Indian lan-

guage.' (absolute-locative-Indian-mouth)

//pilt// 'suffice'

//n-put //

//n-pat-(1)1s// nagitals. 'He is satisfied.' (lo ative-

suffice-state of mind)

For further, examples of //n-// cf. sections 3.35 and

3.365.

3.244. Extended bases consist of a root and at least
.......uvammemedowy.wwwwymmemas../.....*1.

one lexical affix, a bound morpheme with concrete meaning(s).

There is insufficient contrastive material involving ex-

tended bases to assure that stress placement rules are the

same as those affecting all other affixes, but the available

data suggest that they are. Note, however, that no un-

stressed lexical suffixes have been recorded (cf. 2.541).

Lexical prefix, root:

//pu?-41//

//in-s-p0-Aa1-1// ispOLIal. 'It was my dead spouse.'

(pu?- 'marriage partner', //;.a1-1// 'dead', cf. 3.214)
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Stress-retentive root, inherently stressed suffix:

//s-W-m-ils// s>,:amas. 'It's a slope.' (*I1 'go. up'

-as 'surface')

Stress-retentive root, variable stress suffix:

//sic-x(a)n// sicxen. 'They are new shoes.' (sic 'new';

-x(a)n 'feet, shoes')

Stress-shifting root, inherently stressed suffix:
9 9 9 I/ /raw-w-aled *ewewale. 'They are dry sticks.' (pm

'dTy'; -ale 'cylindrical objects')

Stress shifting root, variable stress suffix:

//n-4as-c(i)n// ne*scin. 'It's a. good sound.' (*as

!good'; -c(i)n 'mouth, language')

Two lexical suffixes may cooccur, affixed to a root:

n-*as-(a)0(t)-x(w)nii ken nasacistx,on. 'I have a

good hip.° (-';:a)qs(t) 'rear, back'; -sc(a)n 'legs, feet')
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3.3, Further affixation of intransitive, midclle, and

transitive stems. A number of important affixes can be added

to the stems already discussed to create more complex forms.

5.31. Imperatives. It has already been stated (3.13)

that transitive stems without personal pronoun markings

have imperative force. This is commonly the case with

active-transitive and with benefactive forms:

//TaC-nt// TiCent! 'Look at it!' (sg.)

//kwu 111-pa*-x(1)-t// kuu iolp4xit! 'Think of something

for me!' (sg.)

Plurals of these imperative forms add the unstressed suffix

//-0//.

//ca-n-t-i?// TatIonti7! 'Look at it!' (pl.)

//k"% i3-pa4-x(1)-t-1/// kwu icalpsxiti?! 'Think of some-

thing for me!' (p/.)

Intransitive smns form imperatives by means of the

suffixes //-x// 'singular', and / / -wi ?// 'plural'.

//xuil;-x// xwqrax! 'Go!' (5,.)

//xu0-wi9// eiVrawil! 'Go!' (pl.)

///iln-x// lilanx! 'Eat!' (sg)

Wiln-wi?// rilonvi/: 'Eat!' (pl.)
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3.32. Absolute mode. The absolute mode prefix is

//s-// it Is better known to Salishanists as 'nominalizer'.
7

In its primary function //s-// is prefixed to simple in-

transitive or middle stems.

//7i1n// 'eat'

///iin// then. 'He eats.'

//s-7iln// s;)?ilon. 'It's food.'

//cix// 'warm'

//cix//
4

clx. 'Hr 's warm.'

//s-cix// scix. 'It's heat.'

//tarq// 'kick'

9 7 .

//tarq,m// toraffam. 'He dances.'

//starg-m// staelam. 'He's a'dencer.'

The resulting forms are intransitive, ruld typically can be

found with the absolutive pronouns.

//in-s-/iin// isa/ilon. 'It's my food.'

//an-s-cix// ascix. 'You aro feeling warm.' (more

literally, 'it is your fooling warm.')

Where semantics do not restrict it, absolutive forms

can be found with one of the marked forms of the primary

reference pronouns.
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//14// 'share'

//3-lax-t// slaxt. 'He's the partner.'

//in-s-lax-t// islaxt. 'He's my partner.'

//kw in-s-lax-t// kw islaxt. 'You are my partner.'

Although most stems require //s-// prefixation before

they can-be inflected with the absolutive pronouns, some do

not. Underlying such stems are roots with do not appear as

transitive bases. For example,

//in-citxw// incitxw. 'It's my house.'

//an-kawap// ankewap. 'It's your mount.'

Conversely, there are some roots which are consistently

accompanied by //s-//.

//s-ciltmixwil sqaltmle. 'He's a man.'

//s-wOnix'// swenixw. 'They are thornberries.'

Absolute forms undergo additional dnivaticnal cycles:

they can function as stems underlying instrumental (3.35),

unrealized (3.371), and progressive words (3.372), all of

which are intransitive. (Other intransitive derivations are

discussed in 3.38.)



3.33, Reflexives. The reflexive suffix is //-sUt//.

It occurs aftor transitive (3.13) and purposive (3.141)

stems. The resulting forms axe handled like intransitives:

pronominal reference is marked with the inimary referencf:.

pronouns, or with the absolutive pronounv. Reflexives are

in a sense paradoxical: they are intransitive in grammatical

texus, but have underlying transitive nu both in

meaning and in form.

//xwe&w// 'separate'

//ac-eaf04// cxwalcw. 'He divorced.' (intransitive;

ac- 'actual')

//ed(w,n-t-sW/ k
ww v ancut. 'He divorced her.' ( more

literally, he separated himself from he.')

/ /3r .l // °burn'

//wal-p// waip. 'It burns.' (intransitive)

//wal-nt-sixt// 1.mlancixt. 'He burns himself.'

//t1.(1// 'kick'

//tarcl-m// 'He donces.1 (midale)

//tarci-n-t-s;:zt// tal.aq2ncrit. 'He kicks hilsell.'

//tae// 'straight'

taemist. He reached for some

(Purposive; cf. //tae-m-s-t (1.)s// temstis 'he

straightened it out.' rtransitivoi)8



Occasionally purposive reflexives contrast with trau-

sitive reflerives:

//tilm// 'straight, flat'

iltilm-m-1-sGt// tlioMist. 'He lay flat.' (purposive;

the glottalization of Dm] is unexplained)

tlamanca. 'He straightened out, re7

formed.' (transitive)

3.34. Reciprocals. The inherently stressed suffix

/1-waixW1/ is added to intransitive stems to form recip-

rocals. Personal reference marking is accomplished by means

of the primary reference pronouns, or the absolutive pro-

nouns. Like reflexive forms, reciprocals have underlying

transitive motivation while they are grammatically intran-

sitive.

Personal reference is necessarily plural, but singular

forms often substitute their plural counterparts, most com-

monly in the second and third persons.

/ /ca? -nwixw-lx// cenwixwalx. 'They hit one another.'

(hit-reciprocal-plural)

//c0-nwlxwil ca?nwie. 'They hit one another.' (hit-

-reciprocal)
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//p Cl-Lx-nwle// p Calalxonwix'. 'You grabbed one

another.' (you pl..grab-grab-reciprocal)

//ku h-Lx-nwix'// k' calcalxanwle. 'You grabbed one

another.' (you sg..grak-grab-reciprocal)

Reciprocal forms, however, may be transitivizcd. Com-

pare:

//in-s-ki-kl-nwix'// iskelkelanwix'. 'I chase deer with

him (towards one another).' (More literally, 'It is my

reciprocal doer- chasing.')

//k1-k1-nwix'-s-t-(1)s// kalkolonwix'sc. 'He started to

chase deer with someone.'

3.35. Instrumentals. The instrumental suffix is

/1-n//. It occurs after intransitive stative stems, or

after middle and purposive stems.

Whereas the label 'stative' may have been literally

appropriate in all the examples discussed in 3.115, in the

case of many instrumentalforms it may net seem equally

adequate. 9 The difficulty stems mostly from the English

glosses. All Colville instrumental forms correspond to

English nouns. But it is to be remembered that underlying.

all Colville words are intransitive roots (verb-like), and

that //-t// istativel indicates the result or the inherent*007.10
Dropertl of whatever (verbal) notion is contained in'the

root. Indeed it is often extremely difficult to identify
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the meaning of Colville roots (and Salishan roots in

general), and this is just because of their nature: they

are all intransitive and verb-like; they often convey very

abstract notions. For a speaker of English it is hard to

see how an item such as 'hit' is intransitive; but it is

even harder to see how the item 'nose' is really verb-like.

Not surprisingly, very often instrumental forms occur in

the absolute mode (noun-like) fora, and/or in the locative

form (cf. sections 3.32 and 3.243).

3.351. Stative instrumentals.

3.3511. Instrumentals discussed in this section are

built upon complex bases. They ref.lect the basic, natural

function of tho notion contained in the root. No manipu-

lative or effort-like notions are included in these forms.

//s-n-wix'-t-n// sonwix'ton. 'It's a place where people

used to live.' (absolute-locative-live-stative-in-

strumental)

//s-n-k1-mut-t-n// sonklmat9n. 'It's a chair.' (ab-

solute-locative-down-sit-statiire-instrumental)

isxwe)olwistan. 'They are the

places where I trae1 all over.' (my-absolute-go-fre-

quentetivc-stative-instrumental)
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//aa-kl-s-n-71.1;.7-t-n// aksonolill?tan. 'It's your

future residence.' (your-unrealized-absolute-locative-

be there-stative-instrumental)

//s-n-?istk-t-n// sane istktan. 'Its a wintering

place.' (absolute-locative-winter-stative-instrumeatal)

//s-n-71.1n-t-n// seno711ntvn. 'It's a feeding place

(as of deer) .' (absolute-locative-eat-stative-in-

strumental)

//s-n-el-ell-t-n// saneOquiltDal. 'its a language.'

(absolute-locative-talk-talk-stative-instrumental; cf.

the causative form //eI-ell-s-t-(1)n// ceolellstan

'I talk words.')

//s-xurl-;t-n// sx'i4otan. 'They are tracks.' t.

go -stative-instrumental)

3.3512. Instrumental stems mv he compound (3.4) or

extended (3.25) . Such forms are also stative.

//s-n-Sac -g .za?-t-a// snTacci:i4a7ton. 'P.'s a corral.'

(absolutive-locative-tie-animal-stative-instrumental)

//n- la? (u)s -t-n/ / ::a 'a? s ton. 'It's eyesight.'

(locative-so.tirch-5earch-eyes-stative-instiumental)

ri?ina?scillxwton. 'He's a

manibal.' (locative-eat-compound formtive-absolute-

person/Indian-stativc-instrumx:atrA)
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3.3513. Some forms involving more than one derivational

cycle apparently affix //-n// directly to intransitive stems

without the stative marker.

//31'111// 'make, .do' (intransitive root)

//iwa-n-t// ftwiliant: 'Do it!' (active-transitive)

i'alanciat. 'He made it himself.' (in-

transitive stem)

//kwia-n-t-silt-n// l'Oelanditan. 'Itv's God.'

//kqi// 'sweat' (intransitiVe root)

//kwii-s-t-(1)s// kYliasc. 'He sweats.' (causative

transitive)

/ /s- n- k"ii- s -t -n // sank"iiesten. 'It's a !weat house.'

3.352. Middle instrumentals. The instrumental suffix

//-n// may be added to middle and purposive stems. The dif-

ference between the two types of forms seems to hinge upon

the notion of direct effort on the part of an Pgent. In

contrast with purposive instrumentals, middle instrumentals

do not refer to (mechanical) tools requiring an agent's

manipulation. Neither do they refer, however, to natural

functions, as was the case with stative instrumentals.
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/ /n4cLmm-n// nofc4Timan. 'It's a prayer.' (locative-

greet-middle-instrument)

4 V

//s-n-r.%-n-k-mn// saninakaman. 'It's a knife holder.'

(absolutive-locative-cut [intensive, cf. 3.2132] -middle-

instrumental)

///144i11-111-n// nalseitiamon. 'It's a work horse.' (locative-

make-middle-instrumental. Cf. //sx'401.13-m// sx1I'Llam.

'He's a working man.' [se - 'person' J)

//n-ta-m-i-n// nata?min. 'It's a pestle.' (locative-

pound-middle-secondary-instrumental)

//lap-m-i-n// 1pzmin. 'It's a line makar.' (line-niddle-

secondary-instrumental)

//s-tax-m-l-n// stxrnin. 'Tt s a comb.' (absolute-comb-

middle-secondary-in .1timental)

//ay-m-i-n// claycmin. 'It's a pen.' (write-middle-

secondary-instrumantal)

3.35. State of minJ. The variable stress suffix

//-(1)1s// denotes a state of mind, often a wish. It

usually cooccurs with 4.-he locative prefix //n-//. All

state of mind for discussed in sections 3.361 and. 3,3G2

are intransitive and prenomina3 reference is marked by either

the primary reference pronc.uns, or by theabsolutivo pro-

nouns; those discussed in 3.363 are of a different typo.
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3.461. //-(1)1s// is suffixed directly to intransitive

stems, including those marked non-control or stative.

//k4u n-40-(1)1s// k'u na4011s. 'We are bothered.'

(cii? 'trouble')

//nnalr."-nae-(1)1s// noeonells. 'He's thinking about/

wants a mate.' (nae-nae 'mate', cf. 3.2111)

//n-st-(1)1s// nestils. 'He thinks.' (1.t 'think')

//kn sang-(1)1s// kon Tancills. '1 as satisfied.' (Tang

of uncertain meaning)

//kn n-pat-(1)1s// ken napu7.:A1s, '1 am satisfied.' (pat

'suffice')

Ulu!: kl-s-oc-n-pat-(1)1s-s// dui kscanpiltolsc. 'He is

not satisfied.' (Moro literally, 'It is 117t his .7at3..s-

faction.')

//ac-n-x1-(1)15// con :5111s. 'He was thinking that.'

(xl of uncertain meaning)

//n-10.1;/-(1)1s// 'Sbe wants a husband.'

(3.tilir 'husband')

/in-k-?aw-p-(1)15// naltowpils. 'He wants to be happier.'

(?aw 'go'; cf. scowLwpalmtx. 'de's feeling lonesome.')

//11-7aye-t-(1)1s// nO,ayxwtIls. 'He's feeling tired.'

('lam' 'tirea')

n-el-xwa1-t-(1)1s// k' rix"o1:-.'altIls. 'You want to

st'y' alive.' Wal
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//st.131 an-s-co-n-,W-(1)1s// st1 ascon407Ils. 'What's

el
..ta your mind?' (sttm O.? 'trouble')

3,362. //-(1)1s// may be affixed to middle stems.

/ /k" 11-kax-m-(1)15// kw nob:mils. 'You want to l'oilow

(kax 'walk')

//s-oc-n-kax-D-(1)1.s -xx// sc;inkxmllsx. 'He is thinking

of going along.' (absoluto-actual-locative-walk-middie-

-stxte of mind-progressive)

//s-kwilx-m-(1)1s// nekwixmils. 'He wants to leave.'

kwilx '3eaves)

//p p scoasa1m1Jsx, are

in the mood to move away.' (you pl. absolLtc-g.tilal-loca-

tive-movu-middle-state of mind-progres:71v0)

3.363, Intransitive state-of-mind words an undergo

an :.:2!;litional derivqtional cycle, that ciiractQristic of

all dAtransitive base... They can rdceive further affixes

to form middle and transitive stems. There seem to he no

gramm:Aical restrictions on this type of 5econdary deriva-

tic, 1)Jt further research may diqcIose some.

//Rn k.an r.astals11.1,st.

an satisfiod.' (I locatii'ie-gooa-stative-stote of mind-

It-riddle-secondary-reflexive)
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//n-put(1)1s-mo!n-t-(1)m// napato7.samr,Intt4m. 'He is feel-

ing satisfied with it.' (locative-suffice-state of mind-

lmiddle-active-transitive-indefinite)

//n4w7-(1)1s-n-t-silt// nawal'elsancilt. 'Hs started to.D.
get'cross.' ( locative-? -state of mind-active-transitive-

-reflexive)

/lieu n-x?-(1)1s-m-n-t-(1)mi/ naxa711samentam. 'Some-

one is getting tired of us.' (we locative -? -state of

mind-middle-active-transitive-indefinite)

//ac-Iti-11-t-(1)1s-s-t-(i)s-lx// cidotilscelx., 'It came

to their minds.' (actual-near (intensive, cf. 3.2132] -

state of mind-causative-transitive-3rd person-plural)

This example is the only case recorded which lacks the loca-

tive prefix; its absence may be conditioned by the causative

suffix.
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3.37. Aspoctual affixes. In this section are dis-

cussed two prefixes and one suffix which function' as part

of the aspectual system. Other aspect markers are two par-

ticles (cf. 4.45 and 4.42211 and one infix (3.22).

3.371. Unrealized. All unrealized words are intran-

sitive. //ki-// 'unrealized aspect' marks the action, state,

or entity it refers to as not yet realized. The 1 of kl-

is lost before a stem beginning in s- (this loss is very

common because so often occurs before absolutive stems,

formed with the prefix s -; cf. 3.32); the two absolutive

pronouns //in-// and //an-// lose their n before //k1-//

Lcf. 2.524).1°

//141-// is involved in several types of constructions:

(a) together with absolutive pronouns,

//in-k1-s-ciltmix'// iksetaltmlxw. 'He's my husband-to-be.'

(Cf. ken sq.altmixw 'I am a man'; ken ksgoltmixw 'I have

a man/husband.' [kl- 'possessive'; cf. 3.384])

//an-k?-citx'// aklcitxW. 'These are the materials with

which your house will be built.' ('your-unrealized-

-h ouse')

(b) together with .absolutive pronouns and primary reference

pronouns,

//kw in-kl-s-gltmie// kw iksclaltmix'. 'You are my

husband-to-be.'
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(c) together with the inchoative marker //,x-a?-x// (and

primary reference pronouns; cf. 3.372)11

//kn ken ksa?l3.na7x. 'I as about

to eat.' (Cf. kon ksOlian. 'I have food'; iks011an

'that's what I am going to eat'; kw ikverilen 'I am

going to eat you.')

3.372. Progressive and inchoative. The progressive

suffix is //-xx//. The infixation of //-al-// 'diminutive'

to //-xx// yields //-x-a?-x// 'Inchoinive' (cf. 3.39).

(For morphophonemic details, cf. 2.:546., Also, 3.22.)

//-xx// 'progressive' performs several functions, the

most prominent of which is reflected by the label assigned

to it.

(a) It denotes action in progress; always cooccurring with

the absolute mode pre fix //s-// (3.32), and often with the

actual aspect prefix //ec-// (3.373) as well.

//s-oc-lc ili-xx// scltwaox. 'He is working.'

//s-6-t-xx// scutx. 'He was saying.'

(b) It corresponds to the various English suffixes -ite,

-er, -an, of forms such as New Yorker, Chicagoan, etc.

//s4wtikn-xx// sf(.watlkonx. 'He is a Seatticite.°

(c) It corresponds to the English 'one (who is) ° as in:

//s-x?It-xx// sxe1itx. 'He is the oldest one.'



sweyniAmtx. 'He is the handsome one.'

(d) It denotes a state or condition, as in:

/ /s- ec-wix -xx // scwixex. 'He is living.'

//s-/Icqa?-xx// se?accla7x. 'He's staying out.'

//-x-0-x// is the inchoative marker. Its function is

to Indicate that an action is about to begin; it often

occurs in connection with the unrealized aspect prefix

//k1-// (3.371).

//kwu kl-s-x"' Q-x-a7-x// kwu ksxwiVra7x. 'We are about

togo.'

//kn kl-s-cSawlx-x-a?-x// ken kscCilwelx0x. 'I an about

to bathe.°

//s-xuar-p-m-i-x-a9-x// sx"a6mixa?x. 'He is beginning

to shake.'

sc4Wepmixeix. 'It's begin-

ning to droop.'

However, in some cases, the meaning is extended or

more difficult to characterize. In the following examples

the common denominator would seem to be 'at the beginning

//s-wiy-alm-t-x-a?-x// swaynatex. 'He is rather

handsome.' (Cf. sweynialmtx 'he is the handsome one.')
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//s-triwt-x-a?-x// sta?Iwtex. 'He is quite young. (Cf.

sta?iwtx. 'Ho is young.')

sxaqta?x. 'He is rather old.' (Cf.

sx2,1t. 'He is old! ; sx01tx. 'He is the firsts the

eldest.')

Thus it is interesting to note that in Colville 'less

handsome' is to 'handsome' as 'younger' is to 'young', and

as 'old' is to 'older'.

3.373. Actual. The actual aspect prefix is //ac-//.

It refers to an action, entity or state obtaining at a parti-

cular main time or situation of reference. The a of (ac-]

is always lost word-internally; it is optionally retained

after pause, in which case a glottal stop automatically pre-

cedes ccedes it. c- and stem-initial ? combine to yield (cf.

sections 2.521 and 2.522).

//ec4iicqa?// Clcqa? N "Paacqa?. 'He is actually out.'

( ?aoan.? 'he went out.')

//ac-sac-n-t-(1)sii cTaos ?aciltles. 'He watches it.'

(c;las 'he watched it.')

//ac-n-st-(1)1s// canatils ?aconstils. He actually

thinks that...' (nestils 'he thought.').
//ac-fOillii ?adwia. 'He actually works.' awa

'he works.')
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.38. Intransitive derivations. In addition to the

derivations already discussed, a number of derivations apply

to either intransitive or middle stems, to form intransitive

words. In all such cases personal reference is regularly

indicated by means of either the primary reference pronouns,

or the absolutive pronouns.

3.381. Preferentia3-eustomery. The inherently

stressed suffix / / -irnn // is added to intransitive or middle

stems to form a preferential-customary word.

/ /ken pilc-m-inn // ken pymiman. 'I like to hunt' or 'I

hunt often/all the time.' (middle stem)

//capti101-imn// captkwliman. 'He likes to tell stories'

or 'He tells stories often.' (intransitive stem)

//kwil-s-t-n-imn// kueiastnimen. 'He likes to go to the

sweat-house' or 'He goes to the sweat-house all the time.'

(intransitive stem)

3.382. Tievelopmentals. The inherently stressed suffix

//-ertlx// is attached to intransitive (but not middle) stems

to form developmentals.

//kn pa,t-pax-t-wilx// ken pmtwilx. 'I got wise.'

(pals 'think')
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/4as-t-wlix// 4stwilx. 'He, got better.' (*as 'good')

//s4allicmix-wilx-s// sia7ltomxowilxs. 'She has grown

into a woman.° (167imix ,'woman')

3.383. Frequentatives. The inherently stressed suffix

/ /-lwis // is attached to intransitive or middle stems. It

is usually glossed 'all over, over and over, a lot'.

ken iiret. 'I. go in the brush.' (Intransitive stem)

Icon letolwis. 'I go all around in the brush.'

.1
exwuy . 'He goes.' (intransitive stem)

ceoiaiwis. 'He travels around a lot.'

t-,r&. 'He swims.' (middle stem)

itaramalwls. 'He swims all over.'

3.384, Possessives. The possessive prefix is //k1-//,

with regular variant pc-] before stems beginning with s-

(2.524) . It is prefixed to intransi:tive stems only. The

possessor of the item in question is always expressed by

means of a primary reference pronoun, in contrast with

//ki-// 'unrealized aspect', which is always accompanied by

an absolutive pronoun (3.371).

kl-tklmtlx'i/ Icon kltklmile. 'I have a woman/wile.°

//kl-pils// kinGs. 'He has a cat.'
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/ /'c
u
kl-s-clltmixwi/ kw kscialtmixw. 'You have a

rimn/hUsband.''

3.39. Diminutive infixation. The diminutive //-0-//12

is infixed between the two consonants of a lexical suffix:

//n-eY-xw'i4r-it-a?-k'' // naxwohxw4ita?kw. 'It's Meteor.'

(place name, literally, 'where the little waters go",

xwi1)r 'go', -itkw 'water'e-reference to a place where

several creeks converge)

//k-ca?-ca?-ala?-qw-m// kca9carLa?qwelm. 'He knocked

at the tipi poles.' (k- 'directive' [3.2421, ca? 'hit',

41q" 'cylindrical objects')

The same element //-0-// is also infixed between the

two consonants of //-xx/i 'progressive'. The resulting form

//x-a?-x// is the inchoative marker. For examples and

p,:rtinent discussion cf. sections 3.372.

Occasionally :0- is found infixed in a root, as in

//s-es-qw-e-s-iya?// sqwsqwesiya?. 'They are little

children.' (Cf. sqwsl? 'he's the son'; sawsesi?

'they arc children.' The element -bra? is not well under-

stood; it probably contains a pluralizing marker :ate1

and the suffix //-a?// discussed in footnote 6.
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3.4. Compounds consist of at least two roots, usually

connected by a formatimanthEmE, and optional affixes.

3.41. Compounds are fairly rare in Colville and at the

present time are imperfectly understood. All compounds dis-

cussed in this section contain two roots.

The following general principles seem to prevail: pri-

mary stress is never on the first member of the compound;

regular stress placement rules apply t o t he second member of

the compound and its affixes. The first member of the com-

pound may or may not retain a full (but unstressed) vowel,

depending on the make-up of the second member. If the

second member of the compound contains a stress retentive

root, or an inherently stressed suffix, then the vowel of

the first member is deleted; otherwise it is retained, but

unstressed.

Some compounds require a connecting morpheme. Two

such morphemes have been identified: //-1-// and //-a?-//.

The rules that govern the use of these compound formatives

are not fully understood.

//kwu tax"-i-eic-(1)1ae-t-n// teleiciaeton.

'We obtained machinery.' Uwe obtain-formative-work-

-earth-stative-instrumental )



//taxw-l-sp-q(I)n-t-n // t3x'ispclinton. 'They. obtained

threshers.' (obtain-formative-beat-head-stative-

instrumental)
9 4

//k4 oc-miy*qay-m-i-n// cmay144.T.Imin. You knew

how to write.' (you actual-know-formative-write-middle-

sacondary-instrumental)

/ /s4wul-ckulAk-s// 'It's the bow he

mde.' (absolute-make-bow-his)

na?lna?sqllxwtan. 'He's a

cannibal.' (locative-eat-formative-absolute- .

person/Indian-stative-instrumenta/)

3.42. Numeral compounds form a subset f the broader

class of compounds. They are based on ten numerals, of which

some are partially analyzable.

nags lone'

... 4,
't-wo"

ka?lis 'three'

muz-; 'four'

cilkst 'five' (//c11-(1)kst// ' ?- hand')

i4omkst 'six' (//i-m-(1)kst// 'cross-middle-hand')

slspaU ?seven'

4
timi 'eight'

T.elc nut 'nine' (//;-/xnut// 'diminutive- 7')

?i'zponkst 'ten' (//?Upn-(1)j; st/i '7- 'hand')
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Numbers eleven to nineteen are formed by adding the

digits 1-9 to Iciponkst 'ten' (in first position), with the

connecting morpheme //-1-//. The stress of ?iloonkst

reduced to weak (but the full vowel is retained), while stress

on the following digit remains primary. For example,

7upenkstWasil 'twelve'

0
7upankstlmus 'fourteen'

Multiples of ten reverse the order, placing the digit

first.;, in addition most of these digits appear in special

allomorphs; in one case //-1-// 'formative' is deleted.

Stress remains primary on ?Crponkst, and is-roduced to weak

on the preceding digit, vowels remain full (however,

the allomorph of ..p:s..nielt 'nine' in these form is 2co)5c11,

without a full vowel).

?asolo,uponkst 'twenty'

kaloWilponkst 'thirty'

l6mu slopanks 'forty'

cilkla?i:Ipankst 'fifty'

iaiom1D7Lpankst 'sixty'

siy$111:-.alrilp5nkst 'seventy'

tim104ankst 'eighty'

va:ona10.apankst 'ninety'
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intermediate numbers above twenty are formed analogous-

ly to 11-190 based on the above. Stress is primary on the

last digit, is reduced to secondary on 2;pnlf;:lt0 and remains

weak on the first digit.

?asalaponkstlo7ashl 'twenty-two'

musia?iponkstlsis3olfc 'forty-seven'

Finally, the numeral 100 is xac.vcikst.

Numeral stems exhibit a propensity for, compounding and

for lexical affixation.

nacisciaTa?. 'There's one horse.'

?asalaqwl. 'There are two boats.'

k011ayclon. 'There are three heads.'

Ron muspustxon. 'I jump four tines.'

knags. 'It's one person.'

fitaso?aall. 'They are t-54o persons.'

tkek011s. 'They are three persons.'

kan knanaqs. 'I am all alone.'

The last four examples contain the numeral classifier //k//

'person'. Its morphophonemics are discussed in sections

2.522 and 2.523.



In the following charts, prefixes and suffixes are

listed (in underlying form) according to their position

relative to the root, proceeding fr.= the closest to the

farthest.

PREFIXES

1. lexical prefixes

2. c- directional 'cislocative'

kl- directional 'down'

la- directional 'around, under'

k- directive

k- personal

3. 1- directional 'back'

4. ec- actual aspect

S. n- locative

6. s- absolute mode

7. kl- possessive

kl- unrealized aspect

8. absolutive pronoun prefixes
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1. -7- inchoative

2. diminutiVe

INFIXES

SUFFIXES

1. -p non-control

-m primary formative

2. lexical suffixes

3. -116- success

4. -m middle

S. 1
4
-- socendary formative

-t stative

6. -n- active

-s- causative

-1- expressed goal

-x(I)- benefactivo

7. -t transitive

8. transitive pronouns

9. -silt reflexive
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10. 1? transi Live imperative plural

-x intransitive imperative singular

-wi? intransitive imperative plural

11. -nwix
u

reciprocal

4
- lmn preferential-habitual

-(1)1s desiderative

4
-wilx tlevelopmental

- n instrumental

12. -xx pr9gressive

absciutive pronoun suffixes

13. -lx plural
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Footnotes

1//-1x// has the broader function of third person

plural marker. With intransitive and middle forms it refers

to the actor; with transitive forms it refers to the reci-

pient (see sections 3.112 and 3.131).

2This form is tentatively analyzed //61-t// 'say-sta-

tive'. //-t// seems to be of a broader scope than its

label implies.

3The workings of //-i-// are not fully understood.

The sporadic glottalization of m preceding it has been ob-

served; some cases of unstressed i have also been observed.

For example,

/./.0.104// hide

kan wilelist 'I an hiding.'

kan walemist 'I'm keeping a secret.'

Note that these forms are intransitive, and presumably

both reflexive (cf. 3.33).

4The root //7aw// is different from, although related

to, the root //few // of similar meaning, exemplified else-

where in this study. Reduplicated forms confirm this analy-

sis.

fcawf6ma1x. 'They are all gone.'

?awa?awancan. 'I went to talk to you.'
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5Xn addition to the reduplicative prefix under discus-

sion there is a prefix / /hod... // 'homogeneous group' hick

derivesiteratives.

hols.esi?s. 'They are all his sons.'

holsonGlip. 'They are the members of the Coyote family.'

6The suffix //-0// is of uncertain meaning. it may

be a lexical suffix meaning 'living being' or 'concrete

entity'. Cf. th4 following:

is a Frenchman,'

lqicice. 'He is the older brother.'

7.1110. 'It's bait.' (live?)

eaqqalya?. It's a chipmunk.'

s.-Ti*pa?. 'He is the grandfather.'

clagana?. She is the grandmother.'

11:.apa9. 'He is thegreat-frandfather.'

since. 'He is the younger brother.'

slc&?za?. 'He is the father-in-law.'

-6:,ca? (lexical suffix) 'animalr

But cf.

iip.10'0. 'It's a nut.'

l'itea/. 'It's black camas.'

%The more revealing label 'ab5olute mode' is adopted

here from L.C. Thompson in seminar discussion.
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8It is noteworthy that the roots which appear with the

purposive suffix are most frequent with transitive inflection.

9See footnote 2.

10//k1.11 may possibly be analyzed as consisting of the

directive //k-// and the subordinating sequential //1//, con-

taining a notion 'potential-directive'. Forms with //k1-//,

however, may also contain a separate //k-// 'directive', as.
. 9
rin //kn k3.-s-k-tarq-x-a/-x// ken ksktaacialx. 'I'm going to

jump.'

11Inchoatives always contain the absolute mode prefix

//s-//, that is, the 1 of kl is always lost. Nonetheless

one would not want to analyze these forms as containing a

different prefix *//ks-//, or //k-//.

12Attention is drawn to the similarities this i.nfix

bears to the inchoative infix //-1-// (3.22). Further study

may prove the two forms to be different surface realizations

of the same underlying form.
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4. Syntax

Colville sentences may be simple, compound, and com-

plex. Simple sentences consist of a single clause; compound

sentences of two or more independent clauses; complex sen-

tences of two or more clauses, of which at least one has to

be a dependent clause. Sentences that can occur as opening

sentences' in some independent utterance are independent;

those that cannot are dependent. Dependent sentences include

responses to questions, continuations of the thoughts of

another speaker (e.g. reactions to comments, commands, accu-

sations, etc.), and continuations of the speaker's own

thoughts following an opening sentence. (Sentences left un-

finished or otherwise elliptical are fragmentary.)

A clause consists of a predicate and, optionally, one

or more complements. An independent clause is one that can

stand alone and function as a (simple) independent sentence;

other clauses are dependent. Dependent clauses normally

cooccur with an independent clause in a complex sentence.

A predicate is the essential component o a clause,

i.e. its head. It consists of an independent word (with or

without affixes) and optional particles. Ordinarily it is

clause-initial.

A complement is the predicate's optional dependent in

a clause. It follows the predicate to expand it, complete
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'it, or explain it. It consists of one or more independent

words and optional particles.

4.1. Words. Colville exhibits two main word types:

particles and independent words. Each constitutes a sepa-

rate syntactic class, defined by privileges of occurrence

within a clause.

Particles are dependent words. They cannot occur as

heads of predicates and complements, The syntactic class

of particles is not a phonologically homogeneous set. Al-

though for the most part particles do not occur with primary

stress, on certain occasions certain particles are so stressed.

They are of three types: predicative particles, clause par-

ticles, and complement particles.

In all cases the function of a particle is defined by

its maximum possible immediate constituent partner. Each

particle has its typical position in a fixed order with

reference to the head of the construction. Preposed parti-

cles are the norm in Colville; exceptionally particles that

are usually preposed can occur postpositionally (cf. 3.1722).

Independent words are the predicative elements of the

langudge. Most of them have extensive inflectional and

derivational' patterns, as described in Chapter 3.
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4.2. Predicates. The simplest Colville words are

intransitive and refer to states, activities, entities,

without necessary overt reference to particular persons,

times, and places.,

4
'It's white.'

'It's pitch.'2 'There is pitch.'

xwO. He went.'

More complex are middle and transitive words.

0,
x"-uyem. 'He leads.' (middle)

x uyesc. 'He takes him there.'. (transitive)

Reference to persons is added to words by various

pronominal elements. They are of various types, from affix-

es to full words, discussed and exemplified in sections

3.111, 3.112, 3.131, and 3.17,

4.21. Distribution of words as predicates. All

Colville full words are basically predicative. By themselves

they may constitute complete sentences. When they cooccur

with Qther words they may function as predicates or as com-

plements: they may be expanded by following complements,

or they themselves may follow a predicate and constitute com-

plements.
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4.211. Intransitive and mtddie words are conjugated

with either the primary reference pronouns, or with the

absolutive pronouns.

Words accompanied by primary referent pronouns usually

occur in the predicate slot and can be expanded by posi-

tional complements and by other complements marked by com-

plement particles (see 4.32).

x far; sus4. 'Joseph climbed the hill.'

ken xwill; ka1 cl.txt's. 'I went to his house.'

?ayxwt inca?. 'I am tired.'

ken ?ayxwt tel awl ?. 'I am 'tired of you.'

Words accompanied by the absolutive pronoun affixes

may be followed by positional complements (otherwise un-

marked):

in lnk susz;.p. 'I like Joseph.'

But more often they occur in the complement slot:

wikan anplls. 'I saw yo; n. cat.'

4.212. Trmisitivr) words are accompanied by a tran-

sitive marker and pronominal reference is indicated with the

transitive pronouns. They can be followed by complements of

various sorts:

ckqesc xal. ?axa?. 'He dislikes him because of that.'

wikante Thna?. 'You can see it now.'
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The most common kind of complement with transitive predicates

specifies a goal.

cr.'s sarSalip. 'He told Coyote.'

Sentences of this type may be expanded further by an instru-

mental complement:

cirs sen161ip t necillxwcon. 'He told Coyote in Indian.'

If an agent is expressed, then it occurs (exceptionally)

sentence-initially, followed by the relativizing particle

ki?. (4.414).

t samxikon ki? cue senkalip t nactIlxwcen. '(It was)

Grizzly (who) told Coyote in the Indian language.'

(See section 4.33 for further discussion of this type of

construction.)

In the third person indefinite recipient construction

(3.132), if an agent is to be expressed, that is accomplish-

ed by means of an agentive complement, as in

cuntem t inca?. 'Someone was told by me.' .

cantem t cralc. 'Someone was told by him.'

But the recipient cannot be further marked in the same

sentence; it is either clear in the context or it is truly

indefinite ( 'someone') .

4.22. Predicative particles. In addition to the prono-

minal particles, which belong to the system just summarized,

there exist in Colville a few other predicative particles--
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i.e. particles always founi in IC partnership with a predi-

cate. These particles add to the predicate various notions:

omphatic, exceptional, intensive, etc. They differ from

pronominal particles on one further account: whereas prono-

minal particles are clitics, these other predicative particles

can, .and do on occasion, have their own stress.

4.221. Evidential. The function of //ti// 'evidential'

Is to add to the predicate a notion of evidential emphasis,

while it relieves the speaker of any responsibility about

or control over the action or situation. Thus the resulting

predicate singles out an event, state, or activity us ob-

servable; the semantic import of ti is, approximately, 'as

it appeazs, as one can see (but I cannot be held responsi-

ble for it)' . (For morphophonemic details on
9..

see 2.51.)

Vii. stotepinOk. 'He was somewhat pot-bellied.'

ti zast xwit;axamantem. 'It's best that we give it away.'

lut ken ;.a Zekinem, way ti ken ;Fast. 'There is nothing

wrong with me, as you can see I'm quite OK.'

The last example shows ti in two different positions--

first in IC partnership with ;.ekinem, then with kon Ost.

Typically, primary reference pronouns precede ii when in

construction with the negative rat, It may then be possible

to interpret the pronoun (like ken here) as being used
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postpositionally in relation to the base lut. This may he

a relic of an original postpositive pronominal'system, simi-

lar forms of whiCh are still observable in related languages.

There is another aspect of the use of ik in negative

sentences. Compare

lut ,it aksxwq". 'ou will not go!'

lut akseq. 'You will not go.'

Whereas lut ale.eur.l'a is a simple statement merely asserting

that the person addressed will not go, lut has

emphatic force by virtue of the evidential h: 'As you can

understand / for reasons that should be clear to you, you

won't go.' Note further that i alc.251'14; and aksxwil in these

examples functicn as positional complements.

4.222, Contrastive. A predicate constructed with

//ligmL// 'contrastive' refers to an action, state, situation
-11111.

02 activity that is singled out as exceptional to or in con-

trast with an expressed norm. Thus Item is usually glossed

into English as 'except', 'all but'.

ksxstwilsx, kam selasc. 'He was healing. (in general);

[but] his face wasn't.'

kaa0't ?i sesesi?s, Item fe.ase?asil. 'His children were

dead; except for two who weren't.'

iam cxwelx'dP.At. 'He is the only one alive.'
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4.223, Unzuccossful. A predicate with WiNa?//

'unsuccessful' refers to an action o/ activity that is point-

ed out as extreme, or intense, but unsuccessful. ?iwa/ is

often glossed in English by the informants as 'oven', but

in most cases it would seem more accurately rendered as

'even ... but to no .availe. Examples:.

?iw.a? pi*emslx. They hunted, but unsuccessfully.'

?iwi? siwant;?m, 'He was asked, but to no avail.'

?iwh? eaf.:as. 'He looked and looked, (but colildn't see].'
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4.3. Complements. Complements follow the predicate to

expand it, clarify it, or add to it.

4.31. Positional complements. The simplest expansions

of the predicate are complements marked merely by position.

sibemc sam4tkan. 'Grizzly was mad.' (Ilizemc predicate

'it was his being mad', samxikan complement, 'it was

Grizzly')

kuu noglwfaxulte isesq a stya?. You took every one of

my little children.' (me locative-gone-earth-expressed

goal-transitive-you my-children>diminutive)

path. 'Matilda went.'

cCit splpa?. 'Daylight [man's name] spoke.'

slcalpii?. 'He told Daylight.'

Note that the form cis of the last example is the third

person singular of the transitive paradigm (//cii:n-t-(i)s//),

whereas cut of the previous example is the general intran-

sitive form of the primary reference. paradigm.

In the sentence cillsmale1, sr.alpil? is the object or

goal, whereas in the sentence Eitmaloll, is the

agent. In more detail, oils contains the information that a

two-party relationship is involved, with a third person

singular responsible party (//-(1)s// 'actor') and a third
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ment;. cut points to a primary referent which may be further

specified by the complement.

These facts are consonant with the notion that in

Colville all predications refer to events, actions or situa-

tions without necessarily any reference to particular persons,

time, or place; and that the inclusion of such referents

implies of necessity the specification of the relation-

ship(s) involved. We have already seen that three such

basic relationships obtain in Colville; they were discussed

in sections 3.111, 3.112, and 3.131, and recapitulated in

section 3.171.

4.32. Marked complements. In addition to those com-

plements that are marked only by their position following

the predicate, other complements may be marked by a number

of prepositive complement particles. These particles are

discussed and exemplified below. Some can be further analyz-

ed, a matter of derivation which is not discussed here ex-

wept to point out certain phonological similarities in the

course. of the discussion. In the following chart particles

are given in. their underlying forms:
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4.321. Definite. //yi// 'definite' functions some-

what like an article in Western European languages. Its

use is optional with complements, except for certain defin-

able cases in which it is not permissible. When ill.... is

preposod to a complement it signals a definite referent;

otherwise the referent is indefinite. Exceptions are

proper nouns (pemcmaland geographic) and non-third person

absolutive forms, which may not be preceded by It

should not be concluded, however, that to each possible com-

plement marked by Li corresponds naturalli. an indefinite

unmarked complement, or vice versa. This is not an essen-

tial dichotomy in Colville. It is true that to the sentence

wiken sclilxw. '1 saw some people.'

corresponds a sentence

wiken yi iciLe. 'I saw the/those people.'

But this fact may not seem very meaningful to a Colville

speaker, nor the observation a very insightful one. He

may in fact point out that other Colville sentences may
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express contrasts that aria much more significant; for

example,

sqile ki? when. 'It was people I saw.'

wikan ?axa? ;I scale. 'I saw those (obviative) people.'

wikan ?ixi? jri scille. 'I saw these (proximate) people.'

?ixi? yi sqile ki? wikan. 'It was those people that

I saw.'

and, besides many others, he may even point out a sentence

with the complement in emphatic position (see 4.33),

yi sqile ki? wikan, (lut yi suyapix). 'It was Indians

I saw, (not white people).'

Further examples:

ea?It ;ri scale. 'There are many people.' (many defi-

nite person/Indian)

1
sqlt yi sk "isc. 'What's his name)' (who definite

name-his)

tkimilx' 3ri siamk011c. 'His daughter is a woman [not

a girl].' (woman definite daughter-his)

?axa? Yi siaqamix. 'This is the girl.' (this- cbviative

definite maiden)

ii may cooccur with other complement particles (as

can be inferred from observing the chart above), but its
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function remains essentially intact.. For example,

iaxa7 jri tal scana?iiles. 'It's right inside the door.'

(this-obviative definite ablative absolute-actual-loca-

tive-enter-3rd person')

cwiltom ?axe? yi. tal tkekelis. 'He had children from

these three persons [women].' (//caw-(i)lt-m lax-a?

yi tl k-kana,lis// 'beget(?)-children-middle these-

ob,viative definite ablative person-three-three')

4.322. Sequential. //i// and 7/10// are sequential

complement particles. They are both subordinating parti-

cles, but whereas la? conveys the notion of temporal

sequence, l does not. Thus it is possible to say that I

is the subordinating element, and -a? the temporal. Contrast

the following sentences:

wa;. xast 10 ce0. 'It's good if/that you come.'

way 4ast la? kw ce0. 'It will be good when/after yoU

come.'

In these sentences I. and la, are found in IC partnership

with the complement. Note, however, that different part-

nerships are involved in the two sentences

way least kw I cxwili. 'It's good if/that you come.'

way z:ast kw la? cxwuy.. 'It'll be good when you will have

come.'
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Here the complements 15101i and la? LsZli are embedded in

the larger complements k" 1 5x0 and k" la? cxiiir., respec-

tively. These constructions seem to emphasize the pronominal

element(s) in the complement. The flavor of these sentences

can perhaps be conveyed by the following paraphrases:

'It's .good if (when) you come.'

'That you eventually (will sometime) come, is good.'

Further examples of i and la? are:

CoslIpi? la? cpiaxalx. 'It was a long time before they

camped.' ( / /qas -p -i? ac-pialx-lx// 'old-non-

control-past sequential-temporal actual-camp-plural')

apxil meypnus 1 kscealxIsc. 'That's how he learned to

get around.' (//ac-41.1 miy- p- nu- n- t -(i)s I kl-s-

ce-lwis-s// 'actual-be-so know-noncontrol-success-

active-transitive-he sequential unrealized-absolute-go-

around-his')

maypaintam jri t sileaxwalams. 'Her older

sister realized that' she (the younger sister) was dif-

ferent.' (//m/y-p-n6-n-t-(1)m yi t lkikxa?-s

s-tix'xwlm-s// 'know-noncontrol-success-active-tran-

sitive-indefinite definite agent older sister-hers

sequential absolute-different-hers')

Characteristically, I occurs after the restricted

doictic words ?ixi? and ?axa? (4.5151) . These cases are

equivalent to 'it was there/then that For example,
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?ixl? senha?olsc; lixi? i lael4fes. 'That's when he became

angry; that's when he took him back.' (//?ix-i? s-n-ha?-

(i)ls-s ?ix-i? I 1-xwO-n-t-(i)s// 'it was then-

proximate absolute-locative-anger-state of mind-his it

was then-proximate sequential back-go-active-transitive-

he')

In two different versions of the Same text I have found

the following two sentences:

a. myal ken ?ayet ken la? cknanaqs. 'I am too tired of

being alone:'

b. via; ken ?ayet ken 1 cknanaqs. 'I am too tired of be-

ing alone.'

these are linguistically different sentences and careful Eng=

lish translations should attempt to reflect grammatically

this fact. The following glosses may suggest more of the dif-

ferent flavor of the two sentences:

a. 'I have been alone so long, I am tired of it.'

b. 'I am alone and I am tired of it (already).'

4.323. Locational. //1// is the locational complement

particle. It means, roughly, 'point of time or place at

which 'point of reference in time or place'. Indeed,

the concepts of time and space in Colville are found to be

inextricably interrelated; this is reflected nest trans-

parently in the organization and function of deictic elements,

a brief discussion of which is presented in section 4.515.
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kitkuantisalx la iayxen. 'They put him Town in the car.'

(//kl-tkw-n-t-(1)s-1x 1 pay- x(a)n // 'down-put-active-

t'a-ansitive-3rd person-plural locational wrinkle-feet')

yeyi'dot p ney0 le cltxw. 'Gather together, all you

people, in the house.' (//y-ya4 -t p 1 cite//

'gather- gather- stative you p1. locative7gather loca--

tional house')

xwili le senk'ekualac. 'He went in the night.'

In addition 1 is found to occur in extomled uses; for

example,

?ixi? ck'aemscalx le x141"t ;ri. site. 'That's what they do

when they dry meat.' ( / / ?ix -i? oe-k"Si,m-s-t-(1)s-1x 1

9 9 9 e
xay-w . yi. slut

w
// 'it is this-proximate actual-make-

middle-causative-transitive-3rd person-plural locational

dry-dry definite meat')

The form la is a morphophonemic variant of //1//, the

conditioning factors for which are phonological (cf. 2.512).

An element 1 identified as the same 1 of the locational

particle is present in the two directional particles / /ti //

'ablative' and //K1// 'allative' (cf. sections 4.3242 and

4.325). It is not fruitful to elaborate on the derivational

processes involved with these two particles, although it is

'appropriate to point out the obvious phonological and se-

mantic connections; thus //t1// and //kW will be treated

as independent particles, though related to //t// and //k//.
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4.324. Source complements.

4.3241. Agent-instrument. The particle //t/i shows

point of departure, source of action, and, figuratively,

point of view.

As an agentive particle, t occurs in sentences that

when translated "literally" into English are rendered as

passive sentences. In each case there exist two Colville

sentences; one that appears passive, another active. For

example,

cfintam t wapupxen ... 'Lynx told him ...' ('He was told

by Lynx ...1)

art wapupxen ... 'Lynx said ...'

(For related discussion, cf. section 4.31.) Further examples:

way xwespintk ki? ctxiamelx yi t sesi ?s. 'It's many years

that her uncle has been taking care of them.' ( / /way

xwa?-s-pIntk ki? ac-k-xat-m-lx yi. t sesil-s// 'it is so

many-absolute-year relative actual-directive-handle-

middle-plural definite agent uncle-hors')

lut ti cmaystIn ki? k'u klcs t naspepases. 'I don't know

when (that) Sea Gull got to me.' (Milt ti ec- miy -s -t-

(i)n ki? VI/ kic-n-t-(i)s t naspapases// 'not evidential

actual-know-causative-transitive-I relative me reach-

active-transitive-he agent Sea Gull')

t is also found in complements that are dominated by a
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number of specific items such as those listed below, which

saem to involve in their semantics a notion of manipulation,

and sometimes of instrumentality.

iwaiamolx yi t kson*owil:71tonsalx. 'They fix a scaffold

to dry meat.'

stxtemix yi t sit'oll'Imolt. 'She was pregnant with a baby.'

ken ksckwam yi t aklate,?ul yi. t aksaion, 7u1 ;1 t

akitamtmuton. 'I have kept some poles for your house,

and food for you, and clothes for you.' (//kn

t an-ki-citxu ?ui yi t an-k3-s:oc-?iln ?ul yi t

an-kl-tm-tmatn// '1 possessive-absolute-actual-store

definite instrument your-unrealized-house and definite

your-unrealized-absolute-actual-eat and definite instru-

ment your-unrealized-clothes')

4.3242. Ablative. //t1// is an ablatiie particle, in-

dicating 'motion from'. Examples:

kw scimx tel sl'o'otikanx?--tat nesi'at. 'Were you saying

[that he is] from Seattle?--From across the ocean.'

(//10 s-ca-t-xx tl si'atikanx ti n-sd'ilt// 'you ab-

soiute-speak-stative-progressive ablative Seattle' ablative

locative other side of the water')

xwarisclot tel sclacxs. 'It was many days after he got

there.' (//xwa,-(a)sit tl s-ac-kicx-s// 'many-days

ablative absolute-actual-arrive-his')
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Two extended uses of tel, a causal and a sort of

comparative, are exemplifed below.

tel nags ki? kI;on ?axa? isano?ala?ton. 'There's one

41reason why I don't like my house.' WU nags ki? kim-

n-t-(1)n ?ax-al in-s-noala?-t-n// 'ablative one rela-

tive dislike-active-transitive-I this-obviative my-ab-

here-stative-instrumental')

ha?, tal iskiwalx? 'Why, because I am old?' (fragmen-

tary responsive utterance: //in-s-kiwl-xx// 'my-abso-

lute-old-progressive')

sxeltx tel inca? ken. 'He is older than I am.' (//s-

x?it-xx tl inca? kn// 'absolute-first-progressive

ablative me I')

4.325. Directionals. There are in Colville two

ablative complement particles: //k// and //k1//. //k//

does not refer to a specific destination, but rather to

'motion or direction towards', in contrast with //k1// which

referes to 'motion to/into' a specific location. On occasion

//i// and //k1// are used interchangeably, but this is a func-

ti.cn qf the circumstances involved in the actual situation.

C incite 'to my house (towards, not .necessarily into

it)'

GI incite 'to my house (specifically there)'

eotagrisasalx kr,l sxwomrim. 'They started out to the
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doctor.'

pollakin mi cx'0 k" cmliat citx"tat? 'When art you

coming to visit at our house?' ( / /;fin- ?kin mi, k'

citx'-tt// 'time-interrogative future cis-

locative7go you actual-visit allative house-olir')

tananius kal cniic 3. ksx'ahlwls yi. t Ilasalax'. 'It's

nothing for him to run around in the brush.' (//tanmus

U. cnlic 1 kl-s-x'0-1wIs -;ri t 1Cas-(r)iax'// 'nothing

allative him sequential unrealized-absolute7go-around

definite instrumental bad-land')

4.326. Causal. The causal complement particle is

/ /l //. It introduces a complement that specifies the

reasons) for a certain state, action, feeling. We may

suspect an analysis x-1, but no independent appears in the

material.

naiiptaman xal stun .tut iscx"il. 'I forget why I didn't

came.' (//nlipt-m-n-t-(i)n xl stun 1111', in- -c-xwilW

'forget-middle-active-transitive-I causal what not my-

alsolute-cislocative-go' )

naiwamontx' Sri. stamalsct; xel ?ixil ?ul elellams t

asasl?. .1You stole the beads; that's why your uncle ex-

pelled you.' (//n'aiw-m-n-t-(1)x' stamalSca xl

?ul t an-sari ? // 'take-middle-active-

transitive-you definite beads causal this-proximate and
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throw away-middle-active-transitive -he agent your-uncle')

4.327. Comitative. //LOW 'with' is an uncommon

particle and it can probably be further analyzed. Evidence

at hand does not warrant this at the moment. We note, how-

ever, one element resembling phonologically the locational

1, and another the sequential 1 (cf. 4.323 and 4.322).

kmix whupxon jri 101 eft'amalt. 'There is only Lynx with

the virgin.' (only Lynx definite with virgin)

t eleutxmi txiantls yi slawlwIlc 101 sly,w0es. 'It

was Badger who took care of his nieces and his mother.'

(by Badger [emphatic complement; cf. 4.33] were-taken-

care-of definite nieces-his definite with mother-his')

4.33. Emphatic complements. We have seen that, nor-

mally, complements marked by particles follow the predicate

in accordance with the general principle that in Colville

the first element is the predicate, and following elements

are complements.

However, this norm can be contravened in two clearly

definable circumstances. Specifically, a complement so

marked by a complement particle may be found to precede its

predicate either when

(a) special rhetorical emphasis is required; or

(b) for stylistic effect its predicate is preceded by one
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of the clause particles ki?., ?ul, mei. Constructions of

the latter type have been presented as examples pertinent

at other points of the discussion; however, they require

additional comment here.

Consider the sentence

naspilem ki? ken '[It was] to Nespelem that I

went.'

The predicate kanIful 'I went' is in fact relativized by

means of the clause particle ki?. 1Z.01 nospilm does not

occur as an independent sentence (nessilem by itself, of

course, constitutes a full sentence 'It is Nespelem.') al-

though it can occur as a responsive (fragmentary) utterance

to the question

1a ?kin ki? k'4 xwiiY..? 'Where was it that you went?'

The normal reply to such a question is

ial naspilem ki? ken xwVir.

or, as an alternative that does not employ the use of the

word xwO 'go',

nespilem. 'Well, it was to Nespelem.'

The relativizaion of ken x11 in examples such as

these is nf.Yt obligatory, cna in fact one finds

al nespilem ken x''0. 'To Nespelem I went.'In .1*(.

but this last case is the exemplification of the emphatic

use of sentence-initial complements mentioned above under

(a) and it may imply a variety of factors such as:
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'To Ne4elem I went, [not Omak].'

'To Nespelem I went (I repeat/I swear

etc.

What needs to be said is that the sentence

kon'x'Q kol nospklam. 'I went to Nespelen.'

is the normal (basic) declarative sentence, and that the

other sentences are secondary (derived) types. (In a trans-

formational treatment, these latter, would be derived frvn

the first by means of transformati3ns.)
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4.4. Clauses. A clause contains a predicate as head.

It may consist of a predicate alone, as shown by many

earlier examples, or it may contain one or more complements,

as in

kan ei4.4r fcal citxws. 'I go to hi:, house.' (kan xwiljr

predicate 'I go'; ial cites complement 'to his house')

Clauses may further be introduced by (have as their im-

mediate constituent partner) a clause particle that modifies

them in some specific way. For example,

cak" kan xwiljr 1 l citxws. 'I should go to his house.'

Clause particles define further clause types) They are of

of two types, independent clause particles, and dependent

clause particles. Independent clause particles introduce

clauses which may stand alone as independent sentences,

simple or compound; dependent clause particles introduce

dependent clauses. Clause particles are charted below (in

underlying form) so as to reflect the normal order of occur-

rence of each particle relative to other particles.
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4.41. Interrogative.

4.411. Simple interrogative. / /ha ?// is the in-

terrogative independent clause particle. Often, though

not always, its immediate constituent partner is a whole

sentence. One peculiar characteristic of ha? is its ten-

dency to be repeated at the end of the sentence, especially

in stereotyped expressions such as

ha? naiwam ha?. 'Is that so?'

in which the predicate nalicuam is a restricted word meaning

'indeed' (4.53).

The intonation of interrogative sentences can be mapped

thus: . The pitch of the first stressed vowel is

the highest in the sentence, dropping rapidly and remaining

level for the rest of the utterance. Those clauses in which

ha? is both clause-initial and clause-final, exhibit a sharp

rise in pitch in the last vowel. However, whereas each in-

terrogative sentence is obligatorily marked by the inter-

rogative contour, the use of the particle ha? is optional.

(Morphophonemic note: when ha? occurs before a word

beginning with a, the glottal stop is usually lost, with a

resulting long a.)

Examples of initial ha? in a dependent, responsive, or

in a fragmentary sentence:
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ha? tel islawelx? 'Why, because I am old?' (interrogative-

ablative my-old-progressive)

ha? ?axa? ancitx "? 'Do you mean your house?' (inter-

rogative this-obviative your-house)

ha? sCakinx? 'What's the matter?' (//ha? s -ec- ?kin -xx //

'interrogative absolute-actual-interrogative-progressive')

Examples of clause-initial ha?:

ha? kw ckicems jri t sqlle? 'Did somebody get to you?'

(More literally, 'Were you approached/attacked by some

people?')

ha? k" ksfcwanlxwa?Ilta?x? 'How many times are you going

to hold the baby?' (/ /ha? kw kl-s-fcwin-1-xw?-(1)1t-x-

a?-x// 'interrogative you unrealized-absolute-how many-
.

formative-hold-child-inchoative')

4.412. The dubitative interrogati,,e particle is

//?ilc//. It is not a very common particle.

?Clc kwu ksiepniiys? 'Maybe I'll get away from him.'

(More literally, 'Maybe he won't catch me' or 'Will he

catch me? [I don't know.]' Informant's comment: 'He

has his fingers crossed.')

kw?ayet? 'Are you tired?' [You shouldn't be.]'

?Cic mi ken ealellt? 'Will I be allowed to talk?'
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?fic way kwinma?antp? 'Have you really decided?' ('Is

that really your decision?')

4.42. Conjunctive.

4.421. Independent clause conjunctives.

4.4211. Additive. The particle //?u1// is the most

common of all Colville clause particles. Its function is to

connect constructions by introducing a notion, a development,

a state in keeping with the situation previously established,

be it expressed or implied.

In English it is usually glossed as 'and' or 'so', but

very often not translated at all. ?ul often opens an utter-

ance and it is profusely used by many speakers at points of

indecision, pause, or hesitation. A form ?Li? has been

observed (cf. 4.511). It is considered a fossilized derived

form /Pul-i?// 'and-past'.

The following narrative passage exemplifies the uses of

?u :

[a] ?ixi? xa?tilscalx jri ?ilmixwamsalx. [b] ?ul ksiamka?-

ilt. [c] way ?ul to qamxawll x. [d] wag, ?ul tklmilxw yi

siamka?Ilc. [e] ?ul swaynumtx. t[a] This one was their

leader, their boss. [b] And he had a daughter. [c] She

was becoming a woman. [d] Yes, his daughter was already
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a woman. [e] And she was good looking.'

4.4212. Contrastive. //nalcm1// is a particle that

introduces an independent clause. However, the notion con-

tained in this clause takes exception to an earlier state-

ment, assumption or premise, be it expressed or implied.

naxam1 is usually glossed as 'but , however'.

eiVrax, napeamnitkwantx" Yi sCim, n4aml lut ti aksTaCam.

'Go, throw the bones in the water, but don't look!'

(//xwirjr-x n-pemn-(1)tkw-n-t-(1)x" jri sCim na4mi lut ti

an-kl-s-Tac-m// 'go-imperative locative-throw-water-ac-

tive-transitive-you definite bones contrastive not eviden-

tial your-unrealized-absolute-look-middle')

naxaml ikspillstam ?iti? jri k "u pulsc isamka?llt. 'But I

am going to kill the one who killedmy daughter.' (//nwpal

?it-17 jri kwu in-s-

imka?-(1)1t// 'but my-unrealized-absolute-kill-causative-

transitive-indefinite this-proximate definite me kill-

ca_usative-transitive-he my-absolute-daughter-child')

4.4213. Additional. / /nix " // is most commonly trans-

lated into English as 'also, too, even, again'. It defines

the clause it introduces as similar in content or result to

a previously expressed or implied condition.
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nix" nallptaman 1 ikscut xei stlin luti? kan ckicx. 'Again

I forgot to say what my excuse is for not coming.'

(//nix" n-liptm-n-t-(1)n 1 xl stIA lut-i?

kn c-kicx// 'again locative-forget-active-transitive-

-I sequential my-unrealized-absolute-say-stative causal

what not-past I cislocative-reach')

nix" ?ixi? 11;giai. 'He too turned back.'

4.422. Dependent clause conjunctives,

4.4221. Additive. //mil/ is the dependent counterpart

of ?ul. It cannot occur sentence-initially; the clause in-

troduced by mal is the logical or temporal sequence to a pre-

viously expressed notion. An English gloss that approximates

this notion is 'then next'. A form mali?, parallel to ?uIi?

(cf. 4.4211) has been recorded.

The following passage exemplifies the use of mal:

wo1 W4 9 1 W4 9[a] x uy, mal x icalc yi xa?xa?Ic [b] k is yi paptw-

Inex", mal kalfaCes, mai k"ums la sanfcanna?s. '[a] He

would go, and give it to his grandmother ... [b] The old

lady would take it, then she would wrap it, and then she

would store it in [under] her bed.' ([a] //x"-ii; ml x"1C-

1 -t-(1)s jri xa?-xelt-s// 'go and-then give-expressed

goal-transitive-he definite grandmother-his'; [b] //k"In-

,

n.-t-(1)s yi p-ptwina?x" ml kli-(1)Ca?-n-t-(1)s ml
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n -t-(1)s 1 s-n-fca?Ina?-s// 'take-active-transitive-she

definite old-lady and-then wrap-blanket-active-transitive-

-h.e and-then store-active-transitive-she locational ab-

solute-locative-bed-hers')

4.4222. Alternative. //kM// is a conjunctive particle

meaning 'or'. It never occurs initially in independent sen-

tences.

ksealciwalanwix''Ox, kart seilsam p ksa?Ilna?x. 'There is

'going to be a pow-wow, or [maybe] you folks are going to

eat foam berries.' (//kl-sel-qwil-nwlxv-x-?a-x kM

s-eus-m p kl-s-?iln-x-a?-x// 'unrealized-absolute-talk-

talk-reciprocal-inchoative or absolute-foam-middle you pl.

unrealized-absolute-eat-inchoative')
1

mat skamxist, kam mat samxikan. 'It was maybe a black

bear, or maybe a grizzly.' (maybe black-bear or maybe

grizzly)

4.4223. Causal. We have seen that mal is the dependent

sequential counterpart of ?ul. //?ali?// 'causal' is the

dependent non-temporal counterpart of ?uI. Its function is

to introduce a clause which logically is a sequel to, a con-

sequence of, the reason for, a given premise. The premise

may be expressed or implied.
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?ixi? ikitkimilxu, /aii? eaciwang?qwana?t. 'This one is

going to be my wife, because she arouses pity.'

kan ?ul ?a/i? kw inxmink. 'I came because I like

you.' (More literally, 'I came, and that's because I

like you.')

4.43. Evidential. //ixw// 'evidential' is used fairly

frequently in narration and in conversation. It appears to

be the clause level counterpart of ii, exempting the speaker

from responsibility in what he is reporting. It may be

glossed 'apparently', although informants usually do not

translate it at all.

?u1 stir; ?ixi? scfcwilias?--iaxw sqllxw. 'And what is his

(line of] work?--Apparently Indian work.' (//?ul stl;

?ix-1? ix" s-qiix"// 'and what this-proximate

absolute-actual-make-his evidential absolute-Indian')

?ill? ?u1 ksa?stkina?, iaxw ?ali? ?istkam. 'He settled

there for the winter because it was already winter.'

( / / ?ili? ?ul k1-s-?istk-ina? ix' ?ali? ?istk-m// 'be-

there and possessive-absolute-winter-time evidential

causal winter-middle')

4.44. Modal Particles.

4.441. Conditional. / /cakes // 'conditional' adds to

its IC partner the notion 'should', 'would', or 'wish'.2
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cakw suli? ckicx! 'Wish that Julie would get here!'

caku ?ali? ki? naCcilsantam. 'We should set a trap for it

right here.'

In complex sentences cakw is the IC partner of the de-

pendent clause (the protasis); the independent clause con-

stitutes the apodosis. These constructions are roughly

equivalent to the English 'if ... then ...I.

cakw swit kwu ixwiCalcPlx ina?Istan, way tawmistan. 'If

someone gave me back what I paid for it, I'd sell it.'

( / /cak" swit kwu 1-xwiC-i-t-(i)s-lx in-?is-t-n wag, tw-

ill -1-s-t-(1)n// 'should someone me back-give-expressed

goal-transitive-he-plural my-pay-stative-instrumental

it-is-so sell-middle-secondary-causative-transitive-I')

4.442. Probable. //cM// is a particle that marks the

contents of the clause it introduces as probable.

nacixcaxals, ?ali? cam kSwOnclitamsalx. 'This is shame-

,

ful, because people might laugh at it.' (//n-cix-cx-
,

(1)1s ?ali? cm kswu?-n-t-silt-m-s-lx [this form involves

more than one derivational cycle]// 'locative-shame-

state of mind causal probable laugh-active-transitive-

rer flexive-middle-his-plural')

cam cutalx: lut. 'They might say: No.'
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4.443. Conjectural. i/mt// marks the contents of the

clause it introduces as possible (but in doubt).

mat tawmisc Myrtle jri citxus. 'Myrtle's house must have

been sold.' (//mt tw-m-i-s-t-(i)s jri cite-s//

'conjectural ive-

she definite house-hers')

mat Ituanxasiat ki? lyaqpalx. 'It was an indeterminate

number of days before they all returned.' (//mt fcwinx-

( i)sqt ki? 1-ya-p-lx// 'conjectural how many-days

relative back-gather-non-control-plural')

4.45. Future. //mi// is a particle which marks its

(independent) clause as future.3

?ixi? mi kan ckicx, ?ixi? mi kwu tkwa?Cit. 'Then I will

return here, and that's when we will go away.'

?ili? mi kan pulx. 'It's there that I will camp.'

4.46. Relative. //ki?// is a'dependent clause particle

that occurs obligatorily with a preceding predicative con-

stituent. It is a relativizing particle, pinpointing, spe-

cifying or expanding the notion contained in the preceding

clause. The reference may be temporal, spatial, or causal.

It functions very much like the English conjunction 'that'

in sentences like 'It was there that ...'.
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swit ki? k"is Yi sdwaiwimalt? 'Who was it that took the

baby?'

?ill? ki? aalpidaxw. 'It was there that we camped.'

(//?ill? ki? ac-61-p-(ii)laxw// 'be-there relative actual

stop - non control- land')

For further discussion related to ki?, cf. 4.33.
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4.5. Restricted words. It has been stated that

Colville independent words are predicative. By themselves

they constitute full sentences. However, the function and

distribution of a number of independent words is restricted.

Consider the restricted word kwiall 'it was suddenly/unex-

pectedly that ...':

(a) it can occur (as the first clause) in a compound

sentence

k"mil ?uI )0q.qr. 'He went suddenly.' ('It was suddenly,

and he went.' Cf. scale 2u1 'Jhe Indian went.'

['He was Indian, and he went.'])

(b) it can occur as the predicate followed by a complement

in a simple sentence

xwiljr. 'He went suddenly.' (Cf. sgilx xwuy. 'An

Indian went, [not someone else]." Cf. also the non-em-

phatic sentence xwiVr scalxw. 'An indian went,' to which

there is no parallel form 'xwi..1;

(c) it can appear in the same position that an independent

sentence would appear in, in a complex sentence

kwmil ki? x'uy. 'He went suddenly.' ('It was suddenly

that he went.' Cf. scale ki? xwiljr. 'It was an Indian

who went.')

(d) but it cannot occur alone as the predicate of a simple

independent sentence. kwmi does occur by itself as a re-
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sponse, but it is felt to be incomplete--a fragmentary sen-

tence (cf. the opening paragraph of section 4.)

kan scalxw. 'I am an Indian.'

kan eiVr. 'I go.'

(but not *kan kwmil.)

sqlle. 'He is an Indian.'

x-uy. 'He goes.'

(but not *kwmil.)

Thus,

(a) restricted words as predicates are always accompanied

by other independent words;

(b) restricted words, with the exceptions noted below, do not

participate in the inflectional and derivational patterns

characteristic of other independent words.

Some of the words discussed in the following sections

meet both these conditions; others only one of the two.

4.51. Impersonals are restricted words. Most commonly

they introduce a dependent clause, as exemplified in section

4.5, example (c), above; often they also occur in compound

sentences, as exemplified in (a); and sometimes before a

complement in a simple sentence (b). In English they are

usually glossed with adverbial phrases.
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4.511. Imperfective impersonals. siasapi?, Tapna? and

nayNip are three restricted words which share the unifying

semantic feature 'duration of time'. They are imperfective.

They share a segment 2_ which may well be, or at least it is

probably historically related to the suffix //-p// 'non-con-

trol' (3.113).

I A
gasapl? refers to duration of past time and can be

translated 'for a long time it used to be that ...', 'it

has been a long time since ...'

Comparative evidence shows that this form can be ana-

lyzed as //gas-p-i?//: gas 'long time, old'; LE 'non - control;

-i? 'past'. In Colville //-0// is a very rare morpheme.

It occurs with two intransitive stems, pal? 'it was just

then' (cf. put 'it suffices'); and luti? 'it was not' (cf.

la 'it is not'). Interestingly, it also occurs attached to

two particles which, otherwise, never undergo inflection or

derivation: 'and, in the past' (cf. ?ul 'and'); and

maii? 'and, subordinate, in the past' (cf. mai 'and, subor-

dinate').

1. 9.
gasapi? yi sa?Ilans yi sAa?cinam. 'For a long time

the Indians used to eat deer.'

gosapi? sankwakwa?'ac. 'It was long after dark.'

gasapi? has been found in the absolute mode, conjugated

with the third person absolutive pronoun, sciasapi?s 'it was
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a long time.' This form is fully predicative, and can

occur as an independent sentence, in isolation.

Capna? refers to duration of present time and can be

translates 'it is now that ...'

Cap& kwu ksyasomixa?x. 'It is now that we are all

going to gather.'

Capna? sccal.a.e. 'It's this evening.'

noyx4 iip is probably related to ya 'gather' (cf. the

example four lines above).4 It refers to duration of time

without specification of tense and can be translated 'it is/

was/will be continuously/forcver:always that

nayixip cuntam t ?ilikwalkxon 'Ramnorn Kept telling

him ...' (More literally, 'It was over and over that

he .Was told by Ramhorn ...')

nayqp lut sfcaw.aps. 'All the time it wouldn't stop.'

4.512. Perfective impersonals. Two restricted words

share the semantic feature 'specific point in time': k'mii

'it is/was at once/suddenly/unexpectedly that ...'; and

'it was at a particular moment long ago that ...'

kumil ki? kwu cUsalx. 'It was urexpectedly when they

told me that.'
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ti kwmil sileatwilx. 'Suddenly she grew large (as from

pregnancy).'

kumil qualquilstam ;Pi t sums. 'It was suddenly that that

pile of bones began to talk.'

ki? wikan isanqsilxw. 'It was a long time ago that

I last saw my relatives.'

qual lalal. 'It's a long time ago that he died.'

4.513. Quantitative words. Three restricted words

have quantitative or limiting references: tall? 'it is

very much'; mayal 'it is too much'; and kmix 'it is only...'

These words do not occur in the environment described in

section 4.5(c).

tall? kan ?ayxvt. 'I am very tired.'

tall? sm'anxw. 'There is a great deal of tobacco.'

mayal 'There is too much snow.'

mayal iaalia?t. 'He is too short.'

kmix has a dialectal variant kmax which is used as

the norm by those Colville speakers who lived as children,

or still live in the northern portion of the Colville

speaking territory.5

kmix inc'a?. 'There is only me.'

kmix scqCwx. 'He is always drunk.'
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kmtx undergoes some inflection, albeit very limited.

Cf. the defective paradigm (other forms seem to be lacking):

kuu kamxax. 'We are by ourselves.'

kamxaxalx. 'They are by themselves.'

ckMaxalx ckalitamaxalx. 'They are all by themselves.'

The last form is apparently a diminutive as shown by the

glottalization of m).

4.514. Assertive. waj, regularly occurs in isolation,

usually as a responsive utterance. When so uttered it is an

assertive positive form signaling agreement or concurrence

1, t e irterlocntor's yes or-no question, or statement.

It can also be followed by a positional complement reaffirm-

ing the first interlocutor's statement or question, much

as in English one would say, 'Yes, I/it/they...do/did/

went...', etc.

When way opens an independent (non-responsive) sentence,

it signals that the statement about to follow is an asser-

tion, and its function may be compared to the stylistic

effect obtained by 'well' in an utterance such as 'Well,

it finally worked.' In such cases it is acompanied by a

rising-falling pitch contour.

It should be noted that waj, bears a phonetic resem-

blance to ?iwa? (see 4.223), and to the root wijr 'complete,

finish', and that both may be rented to }lily 'finish'.
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xwil;?--way. (kan xwUjr.) 'Did you go?--Yes,

did. (I went.)'

way kan paptwinexu. 'I am sure an old lady.'

way k' inxamink. 'I really like you.'

4.515. Topicals. All topicals are restricted words.

They occur sentence initially as predicates, roughly trans-

latable as 'It is that ...', 'It is from /to here/there

that 1, and similar expressions. They do not occur alone

as predicates. Topicals are part of the Colville deictic

system, which is convenient to discuss here as a whole.

4.5151. All deictic words are compositional in nature.

art.1(!d

two suffixes, //-1?// 'proximate', and //--a7// Tobviative';

the root vowel V harmonizes with the suffix vowel: it is

i before /1-171/, and a before //-a2//.

With the exception of the consonant x (C1 in ?ix12

and ?ax;.?), Cl and C2 are clearly related to particles found

in the language (Cf. 4.32): //t// 'source'; //1// 'location';

/.1// 'motion toward'. In addition, the combination of

these elements yields additional forms: //t1// 'direction

from", //;(1// 'direction (in)to'. Forms with x are the un-

marked, generic deictics.
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The Colville topical deictic words are:

/011x-i?// ?ixi? 'It is at this place/time (proximate)

that ...', 'It is he (proximate) who ...' etc.

//?Vx-a?// ?axa? 'It is at this place/time (obviative)

that ...' etc.

//?Vt-l?// ?itl? 'It is he (proximate) who ...' etc.

/ / ?Vt -a ?// ?ata? 'It is he (obviative) who ...' etc.

//nt-1-1?// ?itlai? 'It is from there (proximate) that,..'

etc.

//?Vt-l-a?// ?atla? 'It is from there (obviative) that ...'

etc.

//n1-1-i?// ?ifcali? 'It is to there (proximate) that

//ni-1-1?// ?afcala? 'It is to there (obviative) that ...'

It is the rule that of any of two items in pairs exhi-

biting the opposition 'proximate': 'obviative', the proxi-

mate forms are the more common, by the approximate ratio of

4 to 1. No topical word has been found to combine with

any further affixes or with any particles to yield more com-

plex forms, with two rare exceptions: ?ixi?am and ?axam

(of meanings identical to ?ixi? and ?axa?, respectively),

which appear to be middles.

By far the most common type of construction that in-

volves topical words is one in which the topic is followed
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by a simple sentence, predicate and optional complement(s).

To exemplify effectively the proximate and obviative func-

tions of these words, longer contexts will have to be quoted.

[a] lut sclasapi?s, 'It wasn't long (after that),

[b] way, ?ixi? ?ul silxwa- well, it happened, she grew

twilxs. larger.

[c] ?ixi? stxiaii?sc. The fact was that she was

pregnant.

[d] ?La ?axa? nastils ;Pi And at this point the girl

sia?Lmix: ... thought:

[a] ?iti? sxwstales 'It was (from) there that Ape

spapCla?. had crossed (on) the log.

[b] "ta ?kin ki? k" "Where is the place where you

nl?alw?" crossed?"

[c] "?ata? kan ctkxmalqw." "It's right here that I crossed."'

ks2.c.--Apina?olx, ?ul ?itll? xwUjralx. 'Daylight came upon

them, and from that moment they started their journey.'

TaCant! ?atla? k" ?uckalipam. 'Look! You can get down

to the bottom (of the canyon) from here.'

?ifcall? ki? xwilhsc. 'It was there that we took him.'

cakw kan kscimxa?x ?afcala?. 'I should move to this place

(not stay where I live).'
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4.5152. The remainder of the deictic system. In ad-

dition to the eight deictic forms just discussed, all found

to be restricted words, two other forms complete the system,

both independent words. They are

//n1-17// ?ili?. 'It's here/there (proximate).

//7V1-a?// ?ala?. 'It's here/there (obviative).

(Cf. //1// 'location')

Unlike all the other deictics, ?ill? and ?ala? under-

go inflection and derivation freely. In addition, they may

stand alone as simple predicates:

/0V1-17// ?ill?. 'He lives here.'

kan ?ill?. 'I live here.'

k'u ?al:a?. 'We live here.'

sana?i1ltantat. 'This is our residence.' (//s-n-7V1-1?-t-

n-tt// 'absolute-locative-be there-proximate-stative-in-

strumental-our')

The following chart summarizes the Colville deictic

system.

Direction
from Direction

Generic Source which Location to which

(x) (t) (tl) (1) (fcl)

Prox. ?ixi? ?iti? ?itli? ?ill? ?ikall?

Obv. ?axa? ?ata? ?atla? ?ala? ?afcala?
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4.5153. Certain forms have been found that appear to

function as deictic (restricted) words, but do not lend

themselves to extensive analysis and discussion. It is ex-

tremely rare to find them used in normal speech situations,

and attempts to elicit material that could clarify their

functions have so far proved ineffective. They are la?

near', and au? of undetermined meaning. Forms that may

be cognate with these have been described for other Interior

Salishan languages: Coeur d'Alene, Columbian, Kalispel and

Spokan.

4.52. Interrogative-indefinites. Not all of the in-

terrogative-indefinite roots form restricted words. Cf.,

for example, the root //?kin// 'happen', which forms intran-

sitive stems that stand alone as full predicates, and other-

wise function like independent words.

//s-ac-?kin-xx// sCakinx. 'What's the matter with him?'

kw sCakinx. 'What's the matter with you?'

lut ken ti Cakinam. 'As you can see, nothing has happened

to me.'

// ?kin // may also cooccur with several particles,

forming elements which function very much like the impersonals

discussed above:
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/11 ?kin// la ?kin 'Where is it?'

16 ?kin 'Where has it gone?' ('To where is it?')

tla ?kin 'Where did it come from? ('From where is it?')

Examples in longer sentences follow.

ka ?kin ?ul kw xwO. 'Where is it you went?'

ka ?kin kw xwiqr. 'Where did you go?'

ka ?kin ki? kw xwi4,. 'Where is it that you went?'

In contrast with ?kin, the independent words stir;

'what', and swit 'who', also interrogative-indefinite words,

are restricted.

stim ?axa?. 'What is this?'

lut stun. 'It's nothing.'

stun ckwillasc. 'What's he doing?'

swit askwist. 'What's your name?' (Note that *stun as-

kwist is not permissible.)

swit ?axa?. 'Who's that person?'

lut swit. 'It's nobody.'

yayat swit. 'It's everybody.'

There is, however, one example in the corpus in which
4 9

stun undergoes affixation typical of an independent word:

lut ti kstillialx. 'As you can see, they have nothing.'

(//lut ti kl-stun -lx//

thing-plural')

'not evidential possessive-some-
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4.53. Interjections very often occur as isolated

utterances; elsewhere they are always analyzable as indepen-

dent clauses in compound sentences. Some common interjec-

tions are:

maCan. 'Surprise!'

106.tam. 'That's right!'

naia?. 'Good!'

nikxna?. 'My goodness!!

?msalil. 'Poor thing!'

?ax. 'Disgusting!'

naiwam. 'Indeed!'

4.54. Proper names do not undergo inflection. In

addition to native place and personal names, Colville has

borrowed a great number of proper names, primarily from

French, but also from English.

k'ikwits. 'He is k'ik'its.'

si?piCa?. 'She is si?piCa?.

supl?. 'She is Sophie.'

susap. 'He is Joseph.'

naca?liwam. 'It is [the town of] Inchelium.'

wahil?. 'It is Hawaii.' (Oahu?)
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4.55 Independent pronouns. Although independent pro-

nouns can stand alone as predicates, they do not undergo

any derivation beyond that described in section 3.172. In

any given sentence they can function as predicates or as

complements.

inca? kan xwil;r. 'It is I who went.'

inca? ki? kan xwil;r. 'It is I who went.'

cuntam t 'Someone was told by me.'

4.56. Some problematic restricted words. In this

section are presented

(a) words that at the present stage of research are diffi-

cult to classify; and

(b) words that participate widely in inflection and deriva-

tion, but whose frequency of occurrence is overwhelmingly in

their uninflected form.

A brief discussion of both types follows.

4.561 Words difficult to classify.

ninawi? is a quite common word. It is translated by

the informants in a bewildering variety of ways. It is
-moat

impossible at this time to be certain of its basic meaning(s).

The one tenuous evidence of a common denominator involves

the concept of 'contingency'. Except for one case, a stereo-

typed expression, the reference is to future time. I can.
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only list a few of the more plausible ways to render it in

English: 'If and when that happens...', 'It may happen

that...', 'There will probably be...'

1./ 1.
n_nawl? kanxitant. ':f that happens we will help.'

1..1 1. ) e
ninawi? ?JkaSsaAacinamancan. 'When that happens I will

chew you up.'

ninawi7 is involved only in two stereotyped expressions,

to sniilawi?. 'It was a little while ago.', and fc.wa? ninaWi?.

'It will be in a little while.'

sic is readily glossed by the informants. They usually

translate it 'ne41. However, the range would seem to be

somewhat broader tisan that gloss would suggest.

?ixi? anleikantan sic. 'That tire of yours is new.'

sic xwik'solx. 'Tanning hides is just this [what I

have been describing].'

sic als. 'He finally spoke to him.'

4.562. put and lut are two very common words. Although

they can undergo extensive derivational and inflectional

changes, they nearly always occur uninflected.
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//pilt// means 'It is just/enough.':

put kan )sstwilx, mi sic kan ricqa7. 'Just when I get

better, [that's when] I'll come out.'

naputals. 'He is satisfied.'

/Rut // is the negative stem 'It is not.'

71-ac kw ?yet?--tut. 'Are you tired?--No.'

lut ?ayet. 'He's not tired.'

sclaam. 'He refuses.'

kslas. 'Ile is excepted.'
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Footnotes

'We have seen that in Colville, predicates are modified

by means of pronominal and other elements to mark certain

relationships with the complements of the proposition.

Crudely, these relationships are summarized as follows: (1)

primary reference, reminiscent of English intransitive

verbs; (2) transitive, reminiscent of English transitive

verbs; (3) absolutive, reminiscent of English nominalizations.

It is also to be noted that (4) Colville has no copula.

This summary amounts to a list of Colville basic sentence

types (for analogous analytical procedures applied to Eng-

lish, see Thomas [1965:21ff]) . Clause particles (from a

generative point of view) reflect the operation of certain

changes on the basic Colville sentences, such as coordination,

subordination, relativization, interrogation, etc.

21 have noticed an occational variant cakwam. I have

not been able to determine with certainty that this is

merely an optional stylistic variant of cakw, and the pos-

sibility remains that cakw is an independent word, perhaps

restricted.

3A rare form mina? exists in Colville with the meaning

'will not'. Clearly it is related to mi, but the element

-na? does not recur elsewhere.
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4The relationship may be seen more clearly if it is

recognized that pre-Colville *a regularly developed to modern

i except before a back consonant. Thus here an old

*//n-ya-p// *nayap became nayqp niqp, while old

* / /yak // became yai'

5This fact surely will deserve further attention since

it has important historical implication; however, these

considerations are beyond the immediate scope. of this

description.
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